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ABSTRACT
Activities of the Kansas Applied Remote Sensing Program (i'.ARS) are
designed to establish interactions on cooperative projects with decision
fi makers in Kansas agencies in the development and application of remote9 
sensing procedures.	 This report describes the activities of the KARS pro-
gram in pursuit of its objectives during the period April	 1,	 1976,	 through
March 31	 1977.
Cooperative demonstration projects were undertaken with several dif-
ferent agencies during this period and involved three principal areas of
effort:	 Wildlife Habitat and Environmental 	 Quality; urban and Regional
Planning; Agricultural and Rural 	 Development.	 These projects were designed
to concentrate remote sensing concepts and methodologies on existing
agency problems to ensure the continued relevancy of the program and max-
imize the possibility for	 immediate operational 	 use..
Completed projects during the period	 include (1)	 the decision to
undertake reclamation programs at Douglas County Lake^(2) the planning
and coordination of later enforcement activities during the Republican
National	 Convention; (3) the decision to restructure 	 corn pest surveys of
j. 1	 i
_
the Kansas Department of Agriculture. 	 Several	 long--term projects involy-p.	 g
ing weed pest surveys have been initiated with the Kansas Department of
-`	 I	 f Agriculture.	 Substantial decisions regarding musk thistle and	 redcedar
control are expected from this work.
I
LE
Other projects were initiated during this-period and are nearing
'
o
f
completion or awaiting final	 action.
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i	 1. THE KANSAS APPLIED REMOTE SENSING PROGRAM
INTRODUCTION
The unique contemporary problems facing officials at all levels of
government have created a need for objective data gathering to supple-
ment or in some cases replace traditional methodologies. The need for
objective data gathering has been further emphasized by the increasing
pressures from social, environmental and economic considerations.
The University of Kansas Applied Remote Sensing Program (KARS) has
established a continuing program of activities to demonstrate the utility
of remote sensing technology in data gathering fordecision makers in
f	 state, regional and total agencies, Now in its fifth year, the KARS
program is developing the concepts and methodologies to utilize remote
sensing procedures in dealing with significant problems in Kansas related
to changing urbanization patterns, rapid irrigation growth, changing
s;
agricultural needs and environmental quality. This activity is
accomplished primarily through cooperative remote sensing projects
with governmental agencies in Kansas on problems of immediate concern.
This report outlines the activities and accomplishments of the
KARS program during the period April 1, 1976, through March 31, 1977,
in pursuit of its key objectives:
To apply remote sensing techniques, analysis and systems to the
solution of significant decision oriented concerns of state
and Iocal officials.
To participate cooperatively on remote sensing projects with
-state and local a gencies in Kansas.
To effect . the transfer of applicable remote sensin g
 technology.
to governmental agencies at all levels as a by-product of
the demonstration projects conducted in the KARS program.
To assist the personnel within Kansas agencies in the evalu-
ation of the capabilities of the rapidly changing remote
sensing systems and the benefits which might be achieved
through thei r util ization.
Through maltidiscipl;nary teams, to stimulate the application
_^	 7
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of the products of remote sensing systems to the significant
problems of resource management and environmental quality in
Kansas.
To guide, assist and stimulate faculty, staff and students
in the utilization of information from the Earth Resources
Satellite and Aircraft Programs of NASA in research,
education and public service activities carried out at the
University of Kansas and in the State.
t,
The interaction which results from these cooperative projects ensures
the continued relevancy of the program and maximizes the transfer of
these new and emerging technological systems to operational use.
CONTACTS WITH AGENCIES
While projects usually develop through individual contacts between
agency and KARS personnel, communications also result from more general
information dissemination efforts . aimed at promoting widespread interest
in remote sensing applications. During the past year these activities
have included  (1) publication of the IMRS NewsZetter, (2) publication
of a Guide to Aerial Photography and Space Imagery of Kansas, and (3)
numerous talks and presentations to public and professional organizations
throughout Kansas. These have included, among others,. the Kansas Associ-
ation of County Engineers, the Kansas Biological Survey Workshop, the
Kansas Weed Conference and the (wake Region and the Flint .Hills Resource
Conservation and Development Projects.
.The Guide to Aerial Photography and Space Imagery of Kansas
fills.a void in Kansas remote sensing activity.	 It is the first compre-
hensive listing of aerial photography, LANDSAT imagery and Skylab data.
Nearly half of the snttial printing was purchased and distributed within
the first month'-after publication. Several new contacts for decision
projects have resulted from the guide which effectively describes the
goals and. objectives of the KARS program to potential users. The.
quarterly KARS NewsZetter now rea ,es .over 750 readers with news of
current KARS projects and activities.(Appendix 1). Several new protects
Have developed from this medium.
_	
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There continues to be substantial demand for the Kansas LANDa"AT
Mosaic and Kansas Land Use Patterns Map published in 1974. These have
i
greatly increased the visibility of the KARS program across Kansas.
I
COORDINATION WITH AGENCY OFFICIALS
Experience gained in the KARS Program has demonstrated that it is
not sufficient to hold conferences, publish newsletters, or make occa-
sional calls on agency personnel. A continuing association with key
administrators and their staffs is carried on to develop their interest,
promote KARS projects, and finally obtain agency commitment of time and
resources for the projects.
During the last year we have increased personal visits to Kansas
agencies. The visits are facilitating better communications between
KARS and agency personnel. Agencies with which contacts have been
established are listed in Table A. Contacts are maintained with all
of these agencies and additional contacts actively pursued.
NATURE- OF PROJECTS
Table B indicates the range of projects completed during FY 75-76.
_Note in Figure 1 that projects have been distributed widely over Kansas
and are particularly relevant to the terrain, land use and specific
problems of these areas,
PERSONNEL
;The Applications Program is administered by Dean B. G. Barr,
Professor of Engineering and Director of the University of Kansas Space
Technology Center. Barr, a specialist in engineering management, has
been active in transmitting new technologies to industry and state agencies
for over ten years.
Dr. Edward. A..Martinko, Courtesy Professor of Biological Sciences
and Research Associate in the Space Technology Center,is the Project
Coordinator for the KARS Program and has primary responsibility for
agency contacts, scheduling and theaccomplishment of demonstration
projects by the joint agency--KARS teams. Dr. Martinko'has had several
years of experience in multidisciplinary research projects.. He was a
research assistant in the State Siologicai Survey of Kansas for two years
vTable A
AGENCIES WITH WHICH CONTACTS HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED
BY THE KANSAS APPLIED REMOTE SENSING PROGRAM
Federal:
Kansas City , Kansas -Department of Planning
and Development
Kansas City, Kansas City Commission
Lawrence, Kansas Planning Department
Wichita, Kansas Planning Department
Douglas, :Kansas Planning Department
Cloud, Kansas Commissioners
Kansas Forestry, Fish and Game Commission
Kansas Mater Resources Board
Kansas Department of Economic Development
Missouri Clean Water Commission
Kansas Governor's Office
Kansas Department of Agriculture
Kansas Geological Survey
Kansas Attorney .General's Office
Mid-America Regional Council
Chikaskia°Indian Hills Regional Planning
Commission (Sumner, Harper, Kingman)
Northwest Kansas . Planning and Development
Commission (Cheyenne, Sherman, Wallace,
Rawlins, Thomas, Logan, Decatur,
Sheridan, Gove, Norton, Graham, Trego
Phillips, Rooks, Ellis, Smith, Osborne,
and Russell Counties, Kansas)
Sunflower-Resource Conservation & Develop-
ment District ..(Sumner, Harper, Kingman,
Barber, Comanche, and. Kiowa Counties,
Kansas)
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Con-
servation Service
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Kansas City, Kansas Mayor's Office
Lawrence, Kansas City Engineer
Lawrence, Kansas City Commission
Concordia, Kansas Chamber of Commerce
Cherokee, Kansas Board cif Commissioners
Douglas, Kansas County Extension Agent
Kansas Parks and Resources Authority
Kansas Department of State Planning
Kansas Department of Revenue
Kansas Department of Health and Environment
Kansas Department of Transportation
Kansas Agricultural Extension Service
Missouri Governor's Office
Missouri- Department of Natural Resources
Four Rivers Resource Conservation C Development
District (Jewell, Republic, Mitchell, Cloud,
Ottawa, Lincoln, Ellsworth and Saline
Counties, Kansas)
Ozarks Regional Commission
Big Lakes Regional Planning Commission
(Pottawatomie, Riley, Geary)
Flint Hills Resource Conservation and Development
Project
Groundwater Management Districts
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Kansas City Office
U, S. Environmental Protection Agency, Kansas
. Cit	 `'ice
-^-	 r
TABLE B
KARS PROGRAM
PROJECTS COMPLETED OR INITIATED
MARCH 1976 - APRIL 1977
PROJECT: Mapping and Monitoring Musk Thistle
	 Infestations
"	 COUNTIES	 INVOLVED: Marshall,	 Douglas
COOPERATING AGENCY: Kansas Department of Agriculture (Weed and Pesticide
Division)
PROJECT: Mapping Center-Pivot
	
Irrigation in Southwest Kansas
COUNTIES	 INVOLVED: Thirty-two counties in southwest Kansas
COOPERATING AGENCIES: Kansas Forestry,	 Fish and Game Commission; Kansas Water
Water Resources Board; Kansas Geological
	 Survey
PROJECT: Assessing Distributional Change in Eastern Redcedar
COUNTY INVOLVED: Pottawatomie
COOPERATING AGENCY: Kansas Department of Agriculture 	 (Weed and Pesticide
Divison)
PROJECT: Land Use Mapping for Planning and Zoning
COUNTY INVOLVED: Sumner
..	 COOPERATING AGENCY: Chikaskia,	 Golden Belt and	 Indian Hills	 Regional
	 Planning
Commission
^ i 	 PROJECT: Law Enforcement Planning for the Republican National
Convention
i	 COUNTIES	 INVOLVED: Wyandotte, Johnson, Leavenworth
COOPERATING AGENCY: Kansas City,	 Kansas,	 Police Department
_	 PROJECT: Decision on County Line Lake, Missouri
COUNTIES	 INVOLVED: Webster,	 Greene,	 Missouri.
'	 COOPERATING AGENCIES: Missouri	 Department of Natural	 Resources, Missouri
Governor's Office
PROJECT: Mapping Aquatic Vegetation at Douglas County State Lake
COUNTY	 INVOLVED: Douglas
COOPERATING AGENCY: Kansas Forestry, Fish and Game Commission
PROJECT: Assessing Wildlife Habitat
	
in Strip-Mined. Areas
COUNTY INVOLVED: Cherokee, Crawford
!
€	 COOPERATING AGENCIES:
^t
Kansas Forestry, Fish and Game Commission
PROJECT: Evaluation of Rangeland Vegetation
COUNTIES	 INVOLVED: Barber
COOPERATING AGENCIES Kansas Department of Agriculture (Weed and Pesticide
Division),
	 U.	 S.	 Soil	 Conservation Service, Sunflower.
r RC&D Project..
5
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REMOTE SENSING APPLICATIONS PROJECTS
April, 1976 — March, 1977
®
Musk Thistle Infestation Project ^^ Douglas County State	 Lake Project
Red Cedar Infestation Project Strip Mined Areas Project
L_ J
—J
Center Pivot Irrigation Project
^J
Sumner County Land Use Mapping
Snge and Cedar Mapping Project ^J Law Enforcement Planning Project
Eieture 1,	 Durinq	 the past year	 KARS projects	 have beer. undertaken	 in 41	 KOnsas	 counties.
M
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and has an excellent working relationship with the agricultural.community.
During the past year dr. Michael Ginevan, Research Associate in
the Space Technology Center, has joined the KARS staff, He brings
expertise in ecology, statistical sampling and computer data processing
to the team.
Messrs. James Merchant, C. T. Traylor and Joseph Poracsky doctoral
candidates in the Department of Geography with considerable professional
experience as image interpreters and cartographers, carry significant
responsibilities in the KARS Program .  Additional expertise in various
disciplines and interpretive skills is provided by Ronald Shaklee and
Ted Ta l mon .
Projects requiring major scientific effort are staffed primarily by
graduate students from the various academic disciplines assisted by
faculty advisors when appropriate. Personnel from the various state and
local agencies are involved in their own applications projects at Ito cost
to the NASA grant, We continue to work with the various extension
agencies in the state to gain their assistance intranslating remote
sensing technology to a broader audience.
FACILITIES
The KARS laboratory located on the second floor of the KU Space
Technology Center serves as the headquarters of the Kansas Applied
Remote Sensing Program. Light tables, a Bausch and Lomb Zoom Transfer
Scope and other equipment needed by the KARS. team have . .been .
 provided by
the Space Technology Center for the demonstration projects. In-house
graphic arts and photo services facilities offer complete cartographic.
and film processing services. Computation services are available both
in-house jnd throu:gh'a remote terminal to the University Computation
Center.
.Tile KARS Program has several types of equipment in its ,laboratory
to aid in the interpretation of remotely sensed images. An Itek Color
Additive Viewer/Printer (ACVP) has the ability to enlarge, superimpose;
and register up to four separate black and white transparencies for
viewing ; printing, or color:enhancemai-it. Both LANDSAT imagery.and
aerial photography in 70 mm formats can be accomodated, In addition to
the ACVP the KARS Program has a Variscan Rear Screen ' Variable Magnifica-
tion Viewer. This instrument is capable of rear projection of'film
$;	 transparencies of any size from 35 mm to 9A inches in format at several
r
enlargements up to approximately 48 times the original
	
scale.	 Together
.
these instruments complement the optical equipment
	 in the KARS Pro- ;_
i
gram laboratory and expedite more involved interpretations and image
analysis.
a Procedures have also been established for more effici--efficiently pro
_
ducing quality products for agency use.	 These procedures include
mapping on stable base materials 	 in negative mode and using color
preseparation overlays to display data. 	 This allows the user to separate
., the interp retation categories	 into individual	 displays, provid es• for
inexpensive multiple copy reproduction, and increases the possibility that
the material can be used by more than one agency.
A current file of LANDSAT, 	 Skylab and aerial	 imagery is maintained
in the !CARS laboratory for the use of project personnel
	
and user agencies.
The [ANDSAT file contains the best quality imagery for specific time
periods during the year. 	 The imagery is catalogued in an accessible
file providing complete coverage of Kansas.
The KARS Program also maintains a substantial 	 reference library
for both in-house and agency use.	 This material
	
includes reports, s
J articles,	 periodicals, manuals,	 text books, etc.,	 pertinent to applica- -
tions of remote sensing.
to
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PROGRAM OF WORK APRIL 1, 1976 - MARCH 31, 1977
AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
Ma ping and Monitoring Musk Thistle Infestations of Kansas Rangeland
Musk thistle (Carduus nutans) is a serious pest'of crop, range and
y	 pastureland in both northern Kansas and southern Nebraska and as such has
been declared a noxious weed by the legislatures of both states.
Its presence in cropland is a particularly serious problem for alfalfa
(see Figure 2) and wheat. In these situations musk thistle reduces the
quality of the crop through competition for space and nutrients.and,in
addition, renders harvesting difficult. 	 In range and pastureland it is
of importance because of its low palatability to cattle. Further, it
reduces cattle foraging activity because of its spiney leaves.
Precise national acreage estimates of infestations are unavailable
4	 because of current "windshield" and mail survey methods. However, it is
known that, in the mainland United States, 360 counties of 3,068:have
_	
economically important infestations, representing approximately 30 ofy	
the 48.mainland ` states. More specifically, in Kansas and Nebraska,
where acreage estimates are available, the infested acreage totals are
estimated to be 1,062,441 and 1,196,643 respectively. Freeman Eiery,
Director of the Weed and Pesticide Division of the Kansas Department of
Agriculture, reports that in Kansas alone, $20,000,000 annually is spent
on musk thistle control.
The most effective control.measure currently in use involves the
application of the herbicide 2,4 Dichlorophenoxyacetic (2-4D) acid at the
rate of 2.lbs. acid equivalent per acre. The pesticide is usually applied
in 'the spring (April-May). Second applications are necessary in approxi-
mately one of 50 cases. This control measure together with the large
extent of the problem results in a considerable pesticide usage in affected
areas.
In spite of the extent of the control program, its success has been
limited. A major factor in this lack of success has been the inability to
consistently locate large infestations through present survey methods
Secondly, there is no objective procedure currently available for evaluating
and monitoring the success of control procedures.
Because of these needs, KARS personnel, in .cooperation with the Weed.
and Pesticide Division of the Kansas Department of Agriculture, initiated
along term investigation of the applicability of remote sensing tech-
9
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Figure 2. Dense musk thistle inFestation in northern Kansas
alfalfa field.
%
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Figure 3. Musk thistle appears a "mustard yellow" color on
color infrared aerial photography taken during flowering in
June 1976. Concurrent field investigation indicated that
heavy infestations (arrows) were composed of 60-80 plants/
square meter. Acquisi0on scale of this photography, taken
in Douglas County, Kansas w3s 1:4,000.
10
nology to detection and monitoring of music thistle. The purpose of this
study is to develop operational data gathering procedures which will
provide a better informational basis for decisions regarding allocation of
control resources (primarily pesticide and manpower) and evaluation of
control efforts.
L
	
	
Initial studies were based on the distinctive phenology of musk
thistle. This species is a.biennial, which overwinters in the actively
growing rosette stage. it was therefore hypothesized that it might be
detectable on early spring imagery since most other vegetation is dead
or dormant at this time. Accordingly, a six mile transect in south-
a . - eastern Marshall County, Kansas, containing known musk thistle infestations
was flown on 1 April 1976. Four films (black: and white panchromatic,
~	 black and white infrared, natural color, and color infrared) at three
acquisition scales (1:15,000; 1:24,000; 1:42,000) were employed. Detection
results were negative for all film and filter combinations at all scales.
The second attempt at detection took place on 13 June 1976. Musk
thistle flowers quite synchronously in this area during mid-,tune, and it
was felt that the distinctive hue produced by the purple flowers might
provide a mechanism for differentiating it from the surrounding vegetation.
Three fields in Douglas County, Kansas, were flown using five film filter
combinations (black and white-red band, black and white-green band, black
and white-infrared, natural color, and colorinfrared) at three a.cquis.i-
tion scales (1:4,000; 1:7,500; 1:15,000). Here results were more
rewarding. Detection was possible at all scales and with all film-filter
I	 combinations. Musk thistle was particularly distinctive on the two
colour films showi ng a,	 	 pinkish tinge on natural color and mustard color
on color infrared (Figure 3). Further, areas less than 0.1 acres in
extent were visible at 1:15,000 scale. This is particularly encouraging
in that economically important infestations range upwards of 10 acres
(in some cases 70 acres or more) and may therefore be detectable in the
flowering, stage at very small scales.
A preliminary test of this hypothesis was performed in October 19%6.
Ground truth was acquired from Byron Patton, Weed and Pesticide Division
of the Kansas Department of Agriculture. These: data consisted of 197
maps (summer) of five dense music thistle. infestat.ions, ranging from
8 to 70 acres in extent, in Marshall and Nemaha counties in Kansas.
i
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\ ' LANDSAT black and white transparencies covering7 the areas of interest 	 at_
' a scale of 1;1,000,000	 (bands 4 ' 5 and 7)	 taken on June 18,	 1976 were
^ used in the test.	 Exact	 locations of the three largest	 infestations	 (70,
—
'
40, and 2Oacraa) on the imagery were determ y na^,	 The three transparencies
'
were then examined separately on a VarYsoan Rear Projection Viewer at
LJ magnifications ranging up to 47x to determine if the infested areas showed
distinctive. tonal	 characteristics on any	 individual 	 band '	The resu l ts
L^ were negative.	 The three bands were then color combined paYrwiaa and
i
 .
subsequently together on an
	
|tak Color Additive Viewer/Printer to
datwnn/ma if this procedure could enhance discrimination of infested
^
^
areas.	 o
	
no difference between infested areas and surrounding
magetetYon was discernible. 
| While disappointing, the negative results from the rosette stage
on LANOSAT imagery were not wholly unexpected.	 In the first oaaa a
L^
very early op ring oausod e variety of vegetation types to be vigorously
i
' growing at a time when they are normally dormant. 	 This fact was	 however,
L^
` not clear prior to examination of the aerial phdtooraohv. 	 More precise
timing of flights might therefore result in successful detection of this
!	 ! stage.	 In addition, considerable haze wes present on the LANQSAT
!	 '
^
YmaBery, although cloud free coverage was used. 	 This without doubt	
`
`
	 [
_
reduced the probability of success.	 Further, more complete background
`
data  in the form of underfl y Qhts at various times of the year may suggest
| ^ 'more sophist 7cetedmanual	 detection procedures, such as the interpretation
^~ .
of multYdate composites. 	 Finally, machine processing of LANDSATtapea
| ` might produce the desired ny au}t.	 The successful detection of the
.-/ fl owe ring stage produces groun ds fo r' optimism.	 Though 1:1,000,000 imag e ryr
>`. d/d not prove satisfactory, much	 larger ooel^y
	
^Y.e.,
	
1^6^,O0^ 1	could .bey,	 .	 ` |	 ' '
usod to cover large areas in a very cost effective manner,	 if detection
|	 ` ^'	 at such scales	 is possible. 
^	 |( ^Taken	 .` ^o^m	 ar +hese	 ^^ ul^s ol/ arly indicate the need for further 
'
study.^
	
&ARG personnel ere,pursuin0 these investigations 	 in a cooperative
!1 '
' multYdYsc.1pl}noryeffprt with the Kansas Department of Agriculture, Univer-
sity of Kansas. Departments of Entomology and Botany, and the Kansas State
. 
	 '	 '
	
`
8|ologioal Survey.	 Improved detection and monitoring procedures via 
remote .smn, s[ng technology w{ll 	 coptr;butegreatl' 	 to the reduction of 
^^
pesticide use through improved control 	 procedures for musk thistle.
'
^
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Assessment of Distributional Change , in Eastern Red cedar
	Eastern redcedar	 is the most important and
-
most widely distributed conifer in Kansas. In the central and western |areas of the state, redcedar is commonly found in canyons and valleys 	 i
interspersed among large tracts of rangeland and cropland. The tree has
;frequently been used in windbreaks and for decorative plantings near homes,
'
- In recent years farmers and ranchers in some areas of Kansas have
asserted that redcedar la becoming a serious invading pest 7n rangeland.
	
|	 ^ ^ 	  na  a	 g	 . 
 SYnce the cedar is unpalatable to cattle, it tends to reduce the amount
- of forage for Qrazin0. The problem is serious enough in some counties
_
that the Weed and Pesticide Division (HPO) of the Kansas Department of
' .' ri ultuna has been asked to consY6er this spe c ies for noxious weed
_)` status.. Such an action would require state legislation. 	 In anticipation
_
,	 that such legislation might be considered, KPD has decided to prepare
firm documentation of the extent and location of distributional change in
the redoedar- Freeman E. O|ery, Director of the Need and Pesticide Divi-
sion of the Kansas Department  of Agricultur e , 	 requested that the KAR S.
progrmm evaluate remote sensing techniques as a means to provide such
	
.	
, documentation.. Evidence produced from a study of.tamporol change in '
redcedar distribution-would aid WPD in deciding whether or not to
`
`
- support any proposed noxious weed status. Should the plant be declared
a noxious weed, decisions regard lngcoAtrol measures, .al location. of funda "' .
`	 and location of control activities would be forthcoming.
The initial phase of this work has involved the design and tasting
`
of a 'suitable interpretation procedure, A fifteen square mile test site
'	 in  wes tern Pottawatomle County was selected for examination at the sug-
gestion `pf UPD ' Change
.
whYch has occurred between 7950'amd 1973 was 	 ' ,
Y ade^am n .
-- It was determined at the outset that redca6ars could not adequately
	
--	 ^' 	 be d^ y tinqu^shed from deciduous trees on available summer aerial photo-
g
^
raphp (scale 1;20,000 or smaller). ' However, winter photography for 1973
'][
'
was available, and  radcedara could readily ' bedistinguished after
ldefoliation of deciduous veBmbat)on,. even mmsmall scale (1:125,000)
 .
	
high
altitude photography. While color infrared photography is not required
'	 for in terpretation, ,t amds s i gnificantly, par t icularly ^ s.all scal e
^
'	 lmagery,
'
^
Agricultural	 Stabilization and Conservation Service 	 (ASCS)	 black
and white panchromatic aerial	 photographs	 (scale 1:20,000)	 flown	 in
August 1950 served as baseline data.
	
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration	 (NASA)	 high altitude color	 infrared photography 	 (scale
1:129,000)	 flown in November 1973 was used to detect change	 (Figure 4).
A grid cell data collection scheme was utilized. 	 A ten acre
grid was superimposed on the 1950 photos which were then examined
stereoscopically.	 An estimate was made of the total acreage of wood- %	 ?
i
land in each ten acre cell as a percent of the cell. 	 Subsequently the
gridded 1950 image was placed on a Bausch and Lomb Zoom TransferscopeT I
along with the 1973 NASA photography.
	
This instrument allowed the
4	 interpreter to match scales, 	 register the two photos, and directly
compare the images, cell
	
by cell,	 in order to detect change. 	 Since
the 1 973 photos were taken	 in November,	 it was possible to distinguish
redcedar from other woodland. 	 Thus, three data elements were recorded
for each cell-	 (1)	 total .woodland acreage in 1973 as a percent of the
cell,	 (2)	 total redcedar acreage as a percent of total woodland, and
(3) an indication of increase, decrease or no change in total woodland.
Statistical
	
data summaries were compiled for each square mile (Table I) r
-	 and totaled for the entire test site 	 (Table 2). l	 {
e.	 Although it was not possible with photos available
	 to directly j
evaluate distributional change in redcedar,
	 it was hypothesized that
those cells exhibiting large percentage increases in total woodland
between 1950 and 1973 would tend to have a large percentage of redcedar
in 1973. Conversely, redcedars were expected to constitute a small
_W	
percentage of woodland in cells exhibiting little or no percentage
increase in total woodland. Both quantitative and cartographic summaries
of the pilot study results were prepared.
1
The data offers clear evidence that woodland is expanding in many
areas of the test site, and that this expansi on is frequently associated
with large .percentages of.redcedars (Table 3). WPD personnel have i
indicated that such information will aid significantly in their decision
r,	 malting with regard to the weed status of eastern redcedar. Mr. Biery
has noted that the results of this pilot study provide firm evidence
that the redcedar problem is one deserving .futher attention by WPD,.
LLJ
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Figure 4. Aer;al photography taken in 1950 and 1973 over Pottawatoinie County was compared to detect change in
Eastern Redcedar distribution. Redcedars appear red in the 1973 winter image.
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Continued efforts by the KARS program over the coming year should pro-
vide evidence upon which WPD can base decisions regarding the need for
state supported control efforts.
Mapping Center-Pivot Irrigation in Southwest Kansas
Location maps of center-pivot irrigation systems in southwest
I'	 Kansas for the years 1955, 1971, 1972-1974 were originally prepared by
KARS personnel as part of a cooperative project with the Kansas
Forestry,.-Fish and Game Commission.
	
The purpose of these maps was
to determine the extent of disruption of lesser prairie chicken
(Ty_mPa_nuchus paliidicintus) habitat. by center pivot irrigated farming.
practices. The project, as originally conceived, was highly successful.
The maps provided ample evidence of the rapid increase of center pivot
irrigation and suggested that this increase posed.a,threat to lesser
prairie chicken habitat.
Further, these data served as the basis of a successful request
by ICFF&G for federal funding of a research program to determine the
^j	 distribution. and dynamics of native prairie and lesser prairie chicken
populations in Kansas, and their relationship to patterns of center--
pivot irrigation. (Funding in the amount of $80,000 was obtained on
February'1977from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service [Project W-42-112
Study 07 1. )
During this. study, however, it became clear that expansion of center
pivot irrigation was a highly dynamic phenomenon, in that each year old
systems are dismantled and new systems are implemented. The magnitude
of change and large acreage covered by center-pivot irrigation systems
s_3	 is striking. Consultation with repre,,,ci3tatives of other state agencies
suggested that this agricultural practice was a phenomenon of more
general interest. Accordingiy,in FY 1977 the areal coverage.of the
E
1972- 1974 maps was extended from the ori ri inal 14 counties to a total
of 32 counties and . temporal.cove.rage was extended to include .1975. Both
tasks were accomplished through the interpretation of LAhDSAT imagery.
Two maps of these data were prepared. The first is entitled
"Increase in Center Pivot Irrigated Fields 1972-1975." Increases in
the number of center-pivot systems, on a yearly basis, are portrayed
113
-
ithrough a series of four	 inset maps, each at a scale of 1:1,400,000.
The overall	 size of the maps is 20 x 26 inches. 	 The second map is
entitled "Center.Pivot	 Irrigated Fields, Southwest Kansas,	 1975."	 The
` overall
	
size is the same as the first map, but a single map at a scale
of 1:725,000 depicts the location and total number of center pivots as
of 1975.	 The maps have been printed and are being distributed to state
agencies at cost.	 The purpose of these maps is to make the information
they contain more widely available to decision makers and interested
`J citizens of Kansas.
One agency, the Entomology Division of the Kansas Department of
Agriculture, has already applied these data to the decision making
process.
	
The specific usage is twofold. 	 First, they are being used
to decide on optimal . locations for honeybee hives for.the southwestern
Kansas alfalfa seed producing industry. 	 Most center-pivot systems in
this area are devoted to corn production, and the insecticides used on
corn are particularly damaging to honeybees. 	 Knowledge of center pivot
t' locations alloys hives to be situated in such a way that the bees are
able to effect the pollination of alfalfa, which 	 is vital	 to seed pro-
duction, while being exposed to minimum insecticide stress from adjacent
corn planted center-pivot systems.
A second use of the maps is	 :n the design of corn pest sample
surveys.	 These surveys are of considerable importance since they serve
as the basis for forecasting and monitoring corn pest outbreaks.	 Accurate
f. surveys require that sampling efforts be planned to include a representa-
tive sample of agricultural 	 holdings.	 This task is particularly difficult
in light of the rapid expansion of center-pivot irrigated fields	 in areasE
i that'had previously been non-agricultural 	 land.	 The Division of Ento-
i
mology has used the center-- pivot
 
maps as a basis for deciding on optimal
. locations for these survey efforts.	 Dean Garwood, Director of the
I Entomology Division, Kansas State Department of Agriculture, notes that
direct monetary sa-vings.are realized . in reduced travel 	 time and real loca-
tion of the time formerly devoted to locating survey areas on the ground.
This reduces survey time by 10-20% and results in more accurate surveys
representative of all	 agricultural land at considerable savings.
There are numerous other potential uses of the center--pivot maps.
For example, centers-pivot systems use considerable amounts of ground.
r	
-,
19
.F
water. Documentation of their rate of increase and locations may
therefore be used as a planning tool by groups concerned with the con-
servation of the limited ground water resources of southwest Kansas.
These maps are expected to play a considerable role in ground water
conservation and monitoring of center-pivot irrigation spread.
.s
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ldap ing Rangeland Vegetation Changes 	 in Barber County,	 Kansas,	 1950-1973
b., Ranching comprises a major portion of the agricultural economy in
A
many Kansas counties. 	 In some areas of tF • 	 state, physical	 factors make
It the only reasonable economic option. 	 Rough topography, shallow
'
soils and low rainfall	 tend to discourage cropping. 	 Yet, adequate
4
grass can.be maintained to support cattle grazing operations 	 in most ^.	 -
instances.	 However in some areas, such as western Barber County, j
ranchers are concerned about the	 Invasion
	
of grassland areas by several
species of woody plants.
Two species are of primary concern: 	 eastern redcedar ( Juniperus
virginiana), and sand sagebrush. 	 (Artemesia	 Filifolia).	 Since these
plants are unpaila.table to cattle, their presence may significantly
reduce the quality of grassland utilization for grazing. 	 In order to
evaluate the magnitude of the problem; determine the effectiveness of
control procedures, and allocate resources for future control efforts,
range managers must have information . concern ing. the distribution, '=
occurrence, and nature of spread of the woody species.
The Kansas Applied Remote Sensing Program is working with the
Sunflower. Resource Conservation and development (RC&D) Project, the
U. S.	 Soil
	
onservation Service	 (SCS), and the Barber County Conservation
District to evaluate changes in rangeland vegetation that have occurred 1
during the last two decades in Barber County.	 This work has	 involved
completion of two maps of rangeland during a 23-year period. 	 This work will I
Iead to decisions	 regarding the control measure's .. which will be. undertaken ^.
to minimize the eff=ect of	 invasion	 of woody plant species.	 Because
financial	 r•-oi ,:,GPs are	 limited,	 however,	 additional	 decisions will
concern the ,, y ° 	 ,.	 )f concentration for control	 efforts.
Maps showieig the distribution and extent of the woody species and
I ,
uninfested -rangeland :as they existed in 1950. and 1973 have been prepared.
9
The maps of rangeland and woody plant species distribution as they
x
existed in 1950 were compiled by	 interpreting ASCS black and white
panchromatic aerial	 photography	 (scale 1:20,000) 	 flown	 in that year. i
The interpreted data were reduced to a scale of 1:126,720 in order to
R: overlay the Kansas Department . of . Transportation . county highway base.
00
map.	 A variety of types of imagery were used to develop the map showing
the distribution of woody plant species and rangeland as of 1973.
3
LANDSAT-1	 false color composites, 	 Skylab S190B photography,	 and NASA low
altitude aircraft underflights were used	 initially.	 Following detection
of some problems, additional data were derived from medium scale I^,.
(1: 115,000)	 black and white panchromatic photography acquired. by the 1 t
U. S.	 Soil	 Conservation Service in October 1973•
L It was determined that the detail displayed on the 1973 imagery was
insufficient to ensure acceptable accuracy of interpretation of sand ^z
+, sagebrush, but did allow for the mapping of eastern redcedar distributions. i	 ?
To sunplement . the inadequacies of the photos, an extensive field survey
was performed to determine the current location of sand sagebrush 1
infestations.	 The data obtained from the field survey provided sufficient
additional	 information .for mapping sand sagebrush 	 infestations.	 The.1973
data were also mapped at a scale of 1:126,720.
k
The final maps were prepared as transparent color overlays to a
mylar copy of the Kansas Department of Transportation Barber County j
road map.	 The Color-KeyT proofing process was used for map production. I'
Both the: 1950. and 1973 maps di splayed the following categories:
1.	 Cedars in canyons -- areas where eastern redcedars are found
within the drainage pattern and where the eastern redcedar I
is the dominant vegetation type.
2.	 Cedars outside canyons - areas where eastern redcedars
have spread beyond the drainage pattern and onto ranges and.
e 3.	 Heavy sage - rangeland areas where sand sagebrush infests-
Lions are present in concentrations greater than 259 of
the ground cosier.
4.	 Sage -'rangeland areas where sand sagebrush :in festations
are present and whi ch provide. between 10% and 25% of the
ground .cover.
5.	 Hardwoods - indicates the presence of riparian vegetation. t
This does not include .these areas withi n the drainage
pattern that feature eastern redcedars as the dominant
vegetation..	 .Refers only to deciduous vegetation.
.	 Wa
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'6. Other rangeland - identifies those rangeland areas that are
free of eastern redcedar and sand sagebrush infestations, or
where the infestations do not account for a significant
percentage of the range vegetation.
f
7. Agricultural land - primarily identifies land that has been
cultivated for grain production. Also includes acreage
that shows past evidence of cultivation and which is in a
fallow state and land that has been tilled or rowed for
hay production purposes.
In general, no unit of land cover smaller than 20 acres in area was
r . mapped.
The maps indicate that there has been a substantial decrease in
pp
	 sand sagebrush infestation since 1950. During the Lame period, eastern
I
	
	
redcedar seems to have increased almost as dramatically as the sand:
sagebrush has declined. Range specialists from the U. S. Soil Conserver
	
j	 Lion Service and the Sunflower RCsD Project are now evaluating the maps.
—'	 Decisions related to control of both sand sagebrush and redcedar areg	
-
expected.
Several other agencies.have shown interest in the Barber County..
project. The invasion of redcedar onto rangeland has proven to be a
vexing problem in other areas of Kansas. The Kansas Department of
	
I	 Agriculture, Weed and Pesticide Division, is interested in the problem
	
:.	
I
and has requested data on two additional counties. The 1973 vegetation
map of Garber. County may also help Kansas Forestry, Fish and Game
personnel to make a decision concerning whether or not to locate mule
deer`in the region.
I'.
Development of W ildlife Habitat Areas in Southeast Kaflsas Strip-
Mined Region
Between 1926 and 1969, twenty -six tracts of land scattered through
northern Cherokee and southern Crawford counties, Kansas, were deeded
^- to the state. Most of these areas had at sometime been strip-mined.
The 'individual tracts collectively are called the Mined Land Fish and
Wi I dIife Area. and. range in s ize from .49 : - 600 acres., but average 230
acres in size. Cumulatively, the 26 tracts total nearly 6,000 acres.
•	 a
{
`	 r
The areas are managed by the Kansas Forestry Fish and Game Commission
(FF&G) which is attempting to enhance fish and wildlife resources in 	 i
the region.
FFCG biologists estimate that 90 - 95% of the areas are composed
of strip-mine dumps. In these areas soils and drainage have been
severely disrupted. Because of the variety of mining dates and types
of vegetation introduced by man, the areas exhibit a number of different
stages ofplant invasion and succession. Small game such as the
cottontail rabbit, mourning dove, bobwhite quail and fox squirrel are
found throughout the areas. Some.areas.have deer and a fair population
of fur-bearing animals.
Nearly 900 acres of water occur throughout the 26 areas. Strip-
pit lakes and smaller ponds have .formed in former excavations and
depressions between the spoils ridges. Many lakes exhibit severe water
quality . problems due,.for example, to pollution from sulfur bearing rocks
and soils, oxygen depletion, and infertile watersheds. Nevertheless,
fish populations are maintained through stocking programs.
It has been difficult for the three permanently assigned FF&G
personnel to adequately survey and acquire information on these
scattered areas. limited funds make it desirable to concentrate
efforts on areas of critical concern. Remote sensing techniques have
been used to aid in mapping the areas, planning developmental and
recreational efforts, and undertaking specific management. activities.
KARS personnel are working with the Kansas Forestry, Fish and Game
I	 Commission Southeast Regional Office, Chanute, to develop remote sensingt.II.
	
	
and monitor habitat conditionstechniques-that may be used to evaluate
I
in tlie Mined land Fish and Wildlife Area. During .tune 1976, large scale'
(1 :20,00.0) . color . infrared aerial photography of the 26 management sites
was flown by the University of Kansas Center for Research, Inc., Photo
•
Services Laboratory. Enlarged color prints (scale approximately 1:5,000) 	 i
of each . management tract were provided to FF&G biologists (Figure 5).
KARS personnel assisted FFEG staff in interpretation and use of the .
imagery.
The aerial
.
 photography has provided a synoptic view of the manage.-
':
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Figure 5. Strip p i t lakes (A), sites having good vegetation
cover (B), and sites requiring revegetation (C) are
readily identified on air photo of one KF&G
management area in strip mined region of south-
east Kansas.
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area than previously possible and has allowed observation of phenomena
previously unseen. 	 The aerial photography has prompted decisions and
ry	 actions	 in several	 areas.	 Patrick Bonislawsky,
	
FF&G fisheries`biologist
J	 in the Southeast Region,has recently documented specific applications.
These include:
1.	 Mapping disrupted drainage patterns and previously unknown
water bodies -- ^
The majority of strip-mine
	
lakes are not
	
isolated,	 non-discharging !
bodies of water. 	 (Water does move within the areas between
strip-mine lakes and streams.)
	
Knowledge of drainage patterns
_.	 within these areas	 is very important
	
in establishing a sound
9j	 basis for planning.	 Such	 information,	 for example, can be used
F to avoid unwanted reentry of undesirable fish species through
f	
successful	 introduction of fish toxicants.
	
Further,	 this
information aids in surveying all waters 	 in the area to determine
i	 strategies for monitoring water quality and delineating water
poll ution sources.	 By constructing small earthen dams at
strategic locations in the area, water movement can be con-
s_	 tralied to	 isolate polluted strip-mine lakes and control `acid-
mine drainage.
	 Dams may also be constrcted to enlarge certain
strip-mine lakes
	 in order to increase shallow water areas and
thereby promote aquatic productivity. 	 KARS photography has .
been utilized	 in mapping drainage patterns and smaller bodies
of water which had not been previously detected on aerial !
photographs.
°2.	 Evaluation and Enhancement of Wildtife Habitat -
j
It is important to calculate percentage vegetation cover for
i
each area
	
in.order to assess the value of wildlife habitat.
The air photos have aided in locating bare areas	 (often ti pp le
sites and highly acid areas 	 less than.5 acres
	
in area).
Reclamation of these areas aids in improving . water quality of
streams and strip-mine lakes, and allows growth of desired
vegetation.
	
Field checks of denuded areas and soil sampling
provides the information needed for planning measures aimed
at improving the soil capabilities on these sites.	 Through
^,	
26
the use Of grading to
 cover non ^^^,uIa OrvL I ,IJ04^1 i=I ,.
liming, and seeding with low pH resistant g-.
	 5 and forbs,
these areas can be made productive while abating acid--mine
drainage into strip-mine lakes
	 KARS photography has been
a useful tool in locating denuded areas where acidity was the
primary factor contributing to reduced productivity. As the
photo interpretation skills of the FFBG biologists increase,
it is hoped that strip-mine lakes that possess a low pH can
be detected.
3. PZanning and Construction of RecreationaZ Facilities and Aids -
The construction of access trails to remote strip-mine lakes
is a development priority since fishing ramps will be sited on
some lakes. Wide trails permit the planting of good stands
of native grasses, forbs and shrubs to improve wildlife habitat.
The photography has been of considerable value in.pianning
trails. Furthermore, FF&G has been planning for some time to
publish a Mined Land Fish and Wildlife Area Fishing and Hunting
Guide. This guide will show the locations of each area as well
as locations of strip-mine lakes within each area, all roads.,
trails, boat ramps, camping areas, rest facilities, and other
developments, and some tips on hunting and fishing in the area.
	 €
II
I{f	 - The guide is now in prepa-ra-ti_on and is intended to promote more 	 -
intensive use of the area by hunters and fisherman. The KARS E
photography provides the means by which accurate maps can be
 since^ p repared, 
	previous data did not provide the detail and
broad area coverage requ ired for this effort:
	 j
` 4. Monitoring Effectiveness of i'!anagement Progrcvns
By obtaining photography on a regular. basis . , the success of
efforts to reclaim acid areas and establish desired vegetation
on these sites can be evaluated. Changes in vegetation as a
result of prescribed burning, seeding and timber clearing can
also be assessed.
Control of Aquatic Vegetation at Douglas County Lake, Kansas
Douglas County State Fishing Lake is a 1$ 11 acre (75 hectares) man-
made impoundment located in northeastern Kansas near the town of Baldwin,
f
E
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and is managed for recreational use by the Kansas Forestry, Fish and
Came Commission (FF&G). In recent years fisheries'biologists have noted
a decline in individual size and quality of game fish (primarily largemouth
bass, Micropterus salmoides) taken from the 13 year old lake. A major
factor contributing to this problem was thought to be vegetation growth
in the lake's littoral zone which provided protection to prey species
(predominately bluegill, Lepomis macrochirus), thus limiting the resources
available to the bass population. The areal extent and severity of the
vegetation problem was unknown, however.
The lake vegetation, comprised principally of Stonewort ( Chara, sp.),
Leafy Pondweed (Potamogeton foliosus) and Southern Maid ( Najas guadalupensis),
appeared to be distributed primarily in the lake's shallow regions in
areas where sunlight penetrated' to- -the lake bed'(littorai zone).
Interim measures aimed at controlling the vegetation (e.g.,, mixing
herbicides with the water) proved ineffective. Consequently, FF&C
personnel, in early 1975, proposed more drastic control measures to
effect permanent change in the vegetation. However, since such measures
would require a substantial comitment of - time and funds and would
cause disruption of public use of the lake, it was necessary to document
the exact areal extent an. d severity of aquatic vegetation overgrowth in
the reservoir before a decision on such procedures could be made.
In April 1975, FFSC biologists contacted the KARS program to determine if
aerial photography could be used to obtain appropriate data.
During August 1975, at the height of vegetation growth, the University
of Kansas Center for Research, Inc., Photo Services Laboratory provided
coverage of the lake. Aerial photography in 70 mm format was obtained
using four films: natural color, color infrared, black and white pan-
.
chromatic, and Kodak SO--397 water penetration film. Complete coverage
was obtained at a s ca le of 1:9,144.; Selected shoreline areas were
F' photographed: at'a scale of 1,.:1,524. Ground truth wa.s collected con
currently with the flights.
1F
	
	The extent of aquatic vegetation was mapped from the aerial photog-
raphy and registered. to a 1:4,800 topographic wrap of the lake bed. The
^^	 7.-foot and 15-foot depth contours were superimposed on the final map
^j
.
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and the shallow regions of the lake was clearly shown. Approximately
19% (36 acres, 15 hectares) of the lake's surface area was found to be
_	 o
i_	 affected by the vegetation growth. More importantly, 35% of the area
between the shoreline and the 15 foot depth contour was severely over-
grown with aquatic vegetation. This latter figure represents over one-third
ry	 of the fish and food producing area of the lake.
On the basis of this information, the FF&C Commission determined
`	 that aquatic vegetation in Douglas County lake was indeed a severe
problem and decided to take the following action: During November and
December 1976, the lake was drawn down 10 vertical feet. During February
1977, after the shore area had dried, the herbicide Simazine was applied
directly to the vegetated areas. During the drawdown period PF&G bioZogists
also steepened the Zake basin with earth moving equipment thereby reducing
the number of shaZZow areas and inhibiting vegetation regrowth. Success
ful reduction of vegetation should produce an increase in largemouth
bass growth rates resulting in an enhanced sports fishery.
[L
fURBA14 AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Land Use Mapping for Planning and Zoning in Sumner County, Kansas
Sumner County,	 Kansas, encompasses 3,016 square kilometers	 (1,1$2
square miles)	 in the south central part of the state. 	 While the county
is predominantly a rural/agricultural	 entity,	 it has,	 in recent years,
experienced considerable development as urban centers expand and the
regional population seeks new recreational sites.	 Concern has been
expressed over the amount of agricultural 	 land being converted to
U'11
alternate land uses.	 Most of this growth,	 largely.uncontrolled and
-^' unplanned,	 is occurring in the northern reaches of the county in response 	 r`
^^
to pressures from the metropolitan area of Wichita 	 (population.	 ca.	 275,000),
I
^. 24 kilometers	 (15 miles)	 to the north in neighboring Sedgwick County.
1
U. S.	 interstate highway 35, the primary route connecting Kansas City,
i
Wichita, and Oklahoma City, 	 facilitates access to.the eastern one third i
of Sumner County.
In order to regulate future development and accomodate growth from 	 i
Sedgwick County, the Sumner County Commission and County Planning Board 	 ! r
in 1975 requested assistance from the Chikaskia, Golden Belt and 	 Indian
Hills Regional	 Planning Commission, of which the county 	 is a member,	 in
I	 j the formulation of a county development plan. 	 The substance of this plan	 I
was to include an inventory of human and natural	 resources, an evaluation 3
i of,county growth, and recommendations for zoning and/or other methods for i
dealing with future growth. 	 Significant decisions regarding future growth i
_ policy,.land use patterns, and zoning would be made from the data compiled.
1
An important element of the plan was an assessment of current land
use. ;	information on existing land use was	 initially collected by Regional
Planning Commission staff using windshield survey techni.ques.. Though a.
more comprehensive land use inventory was desirable, time and personnel
limitations precluded such a survey. 	 As work on the plan progressed,	 3
the Kansas Applied.Remote Sensing (KARS) 	 program contacted Regional
l Planning Commission personnel 	 in order to determine the extent to which
remote sensing techniques might cont,ribute . to data collection and plan
-; formulation.	 Regional Planning Commission.staff expressed great need
for a reconnaisance land cover/land use map of the county.	 Time con-
straints placed upon the agency dictated, however, that.the map would
_	 a
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^..; have to be produced quickly In order to be used in the plan. 	 KARS
f
personnel determined that suitable imagery was available at the University
i
I
-
of Kansas Space Technology Center, and that a compilation map could be
produced within the two-week time period required by the planning agency.
Imagery of Sumner County obtained during NASA's Skylab missions	 in
1 973 and current LANDSAT i magery of the county were on hand in the KARS
Iaboratory.	 Although	 interpreters were somewhat familiar with the..area,
aerial photography and ground truth were not available to aid image t
interpretation because of the time period 	 involved.	 Regional	 Planning
I'--' Commission staff were informed of these circumstances, however, and
V agreed to field check the completed interpretation.	 To compensate for
the absence of supportive data,	 land cover/land use classes were general.
They were as follows: 3
1.	 Urban and built-up land
2.	 Cropland
{
3.	 Grassland	 (mostly rangeland but including some pasture areas)
4.	 Woodland
E 5.	 Water
i In most instances, no unit area smaller than approximately 4 hectares
(10 acres) was mapped.
Because of its high resolution, photography obtained from the
Skylab S-190B Earth Terrain Camera 	 (5 August 1973) was used as the
primary data source.
	 More recently obtained LANDSAT multispectral
scanner	 (MSS) . imagery	 ($.August 1975) . was used to correct and update
J^ the land cover/land use in terpretation of the Skylab photography. 	 All k
Ii
imagery was enlarged to a scale of 1:126,720.using a rear projection
f! technique.
-' The map delivered to the Regional Planning Commission was a copy
of . the original	 interpretation prepared on stable draftin D::°d l a a, an
overlay to the Kansas Department of Transportation Sumner County Road
map (scale	 1:126,720).
	
Colored penci ls were used to represent land.
cover/land use categories. 	 The map was completed and delivered within
fourteen days of the original
	
request.
	
Field checks undertaken by
Regional Planning Commission. staff showed
	 the	 accuracy	 of
the generalized land cover/land use patterns mapped to be on the order
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of 85-90 percent. Subsequent comparisons of the map with recently
acquired land cover/ land use maps of the county prepared from high
altitude aerial photography by USGS under the Land Use and Data Analysis
(LUDA) program bear out this conclusion.
The compilation map prepared by the KARS Program was redr p" ted by
the Chikaskia, Golden Belt and Indian Hills Regional Planning Commission
and included in the Sumner County Development Plan. It, thus, comprises
one element of the primary data base from which the Sumner County
Commission will draw information needed.to make growth policy and zoning
decisions.
Law Enforcement Planning for the Republican National Convention
In Fall 1975, it was announced that the Republican National Con-
vention would be held in Kansas City, Missouri, from August l it to
August 20, 1976. The new Kemper Arena was designated as the convention
site and preplanning was initiated to accommodate 40,000 to 50,000 people
involved with the convention,including delegates, dignitaries and press
representatives.
To offset some of the additional costs.associated .with law enforce-
ment and security, congress appropriated $5.2 million for the Democratic
and Republican National Conventions, the first time in history such all
appropriation has been made. Of that amount $2.6 million was earmarked
for New York City for the Democratic Convention and $2.6 million for
Kansas.City for the G. 0. P. Convention. A unique situation existed in
Kansas City, however, concerning the allocation of the funding. Although
Kemper Arena is located entirely within the State of Missouri, it is in
close proximity to the Kansas state line. In fact, the use of Kansas
lodging and commercial areas was a-deciding factor in the selection of
Kansas City as the Convention site.
Major interstate and state highways make the Convention site,
lodging and commercial areas in both states easily accesible. Since
Kemper Arena is located in.Missouri, however, most of the law enforce
ment responsibilities fall on Missouri. NeverLheiess, the Kansas City,
Kansas.(KCK) Police . Department assumed from the onset that they would
receive reimbursement for the extra work required on their part to
32
rprovide normal protection to the citizens of Kansas affected by the
Convention in addition to protection against terrorist or demonstration
activity related to Kansas visits by the President or Vice President.
Because the sovereign rights of law enforcement officials end at the
political	 boundaries of their domain, Missouri 	 police would be unable
to provide such protection. 	 Statements released by the Kansas City,
i Missouri	 (KCMo) Police Chief and attendant lawyers, however, 	 indicated
that only off-duty KCK policemen who worked for KCMo at the Convention
E site would be reimbursed, nothing more. 	 This	 information and its
L obvious implications for taxpayers in the KCK metropolitan area prompted
the KCK Police Department to submit a proposal 	 for federal funds to the
i^
L^ Governor's Committee on Criminal Administration	 (GCCA) and to seek a
j mutual aid law enforcement compact with three Kansas counties and 14
municipalities within the counties to provide manpower and equipment
,
for Convention security. 	 The GCCA, the Kansas state channel, approved
the proposal and forwarded it to the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration (LEAA),	 the federal
	
channel.	 LEAA, however,questioned
the proposal and summoned representatives of the KCK Police Department
to Reston, Virginia; to present its case. :	The three Kansas counties and
various municipalities	 likewise had difficulty visualizing their. potential
'.. security involvement.with . the Convention.	 Because of the difficulty	 in
demonstrating the location of Kemper Arena and.the subsequent impact of
the Convention on KCK, Sargent Clifford Talley, Director of Planning &
Research,	 KCK Police Department,contacted the Kansas Applied Remote
Sensing Program (KARS) and requested assistance.
'NASA 11-2 color	 infrared aerial .photography	 (nominal acquisition
scale 1:12.5,000; May 1974)
	
flown for KARS projects	 in the Kansas City
metropolitan area was available.	 A 30 x 30 inch enlargement	 (3.6x of
one frame)	 of this p..hotography.was provided April. 7,	 1976 to the KCK..
Police Department to illustrate and emphasize the spatial 	 relationship
of.Kemper Arena to the adjacent. Kansas counties ?'td municipalities
(Figure b).
On April 9, 1976 in Reston, Virginia, t ie YCK Pol=ice Department
,resented its case utzZizing the -AIASA photography and was awarded a
$350,000 gram: to fund the Tri-County Convention Security Program
la mutual aid. law enforcement compact).
s 33
Fi gure 6. NASA high altitude aerial photography was used by the Kansas City,
Kansas Police Department to illustrate the spatial relationship of
Kemper Arena, site of the 1976 Republican National Convention,
to adjacent Kansas counties and municipalities.
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The NASA U-2 photography was also used to &:monstrate to local
and county law enforcement the impact of the Convention site location	 1
Ii
on their jurisdictions.
An Agreement among Johnson, Wyandotte and Leavenworth Counties
and various municipaZities fox, the purpose of establishing mutual
` police protection and aid in reZation.to the 1976 Repub4ican NationaZ
Convention was made and entered into by Kansas Lain (K.S.A..12-2901,
et. seq. titled InterZocat Cooperation Act) and approved by the
Attorney General Curt Schneider, on 7 July 1978.
The purpose and intent of this aggreement was;
1.	 To make possible the design and implementation of a consolidated
training program for officers of all sheriff`s departments
and police agencies.:
2.	 To make possible the functional and physical crossing of
political
	 jurisdictional
	
boundaries without regard to a law
enforcement officer's specific jurisdictional 	 limitations	 in
h ^ order to maximize the use of available manpower, equipment and
facilities	 i ,n the event additional or emergency police pro-
_. tection or aid was requested.
3.	 To provide a system of control, planning.and supervision when	 a
circumstances necessitatedthe utilizat ion of manpower and
- equipment from outside jurisdictions:
4.	 To support the efforts of federal 	 l aw enforcement agencies.
It was further agreed that.in the event no federal funds were
}	 r obtained for Convention law enforcement, each individual agency would be
responsible for financing the cost of its respective . personnel, equipment
and facilities from the fiscal resources available to that agency.
l` The Republican National Convention was subsequently held with no
significant
	 law enforcement problems.
	 This planning aided significantly
J in accomplishing that result.
i
Decision on County line crake, Missouri
While this project was completed in FY 1976 and discussed in the
previous annual report of work performed. under NASA grant NGL 17-004 - 024,.
subsequent decisions have resulted and are summarized here.
	 The Missouri
3.5
y.
5. a	 NaGovernor's Office and the Missouri 	 Dep rtment o f atural Resources,
in March 1975, requested that the KARS program provide a land use
evaluation for the site of the proposed County Line Reservoir project
that was to be located in Webster County, Missouri. 	 The purpose of this
evaluation was to resolve a controversy which had arisen concerning j
discrepancies.between the environmental 	 impact assessments prepared by
the Army Corps of Engineers and the Missouri	 Department of Conservation.
The main basis of these discrepancies was the acreage estimates of land
use categories	 in the area to be flooded, which were of primary importance I
to the cost benefit analyses of the two reports.
The KARS evaluation.was delivered on 25 April	 1975 and subsequently,
is
on i9 May 1976, Missouri Governor Christopher S. Bond recommended that
the project not be pursued.	 It was not clear at the time, however, 	 to
what extent KARS data had played a role in this decision.
This	 situation was clarified	 in	 August of :1976, when. 	 KARS
'•.i personnel obtained copies of Governor Bond's letter to the Corps of
Engineers, which contained a detailed explanation of the negative
recommendation, and a copy of the Missouri State Task Force Report on
i
the project, which formed the basis of the Governor's decision. 	 The latter
document questioned.the accuracy of the Corps of Engineers' 	 land use
assessment because of the close agreement between the KARS program land
use data and that of the Missouri Department of Natural Resources
(Table 4).	 The Governor's letter in turn informed the Corps that,
because insufficient attention had been paid to agricultural values 	 in
^. the area to be flooded, the state found their environmental. impact state-
ment to be inadequate.	 Thus, KARS data played a definite and important
I
1
role. in - _the-decision on County Line Lake.
-
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Table 4
Estimates of Land Use to be inundated by
Conservation Pool of County line lake
(in acres)
Corps of Department of Kansas Applied Remote
Engineers Conservation Sensing Program.
Forest	 31150 1,371 1,354
..
Forest Scrub	 - 90$
I
Pasture	 1', 900 2 ,903 3 ,180",
 I
Cropland 499 562
Crass Rotation	 - - 546
I l ^'
Either
	 (cemeteries,
farmsteads, roads,i
etc.)
	
950 319 1141
Total	 6,000 6, 000 5 , 78 3.
9
*Pasture classification
	
includes 350 acres with relatively dense brush. {
- This shows general agreement between Department of Conservation and
J Kansas University Applied Remote Sensing Program data as well as wide j
discrepancy of Corps data.
I
Source:	 State Task Force Review of the. U.S.	 Corps of Engineers
County line .Cake Report, James River Basin, Missouri,
Final Report to Governor Christopher S. Bond,	 flay 6,	 1975.
j
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h GUIDE TO AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY AND
SPACE IMAGERY OF KANSAS
The Guide to Aerial Photography and Space Imagery of Kansas was
rf
created to fill the expressed needs of many Kansas agencies working with
the KARS program.	 Specifically,	 it provides a useful compendium of remote
rf sensing techniques and	 imagery availability to potential 	 Kansas users.
The first section is devoted to an overview of remote sensing and
-i
includes information on the properties and mode of action of selected 1
sensors,	 including cameras,	 scanners,	 and side--looking airborne radar. l
Following this	 is a more detailed discussion of aerial 	 photography m
including comments on the effect of scale, film type, and film format
on the utilization of aerial surveys, 	 information on the importance and
availability of base maps, and the procedures for locating and ordering
imagery.	 The section closes with a .description of the KARS program.
1	 ..I
In the three sections which followy LANDSAT and Skylab imagery,
high altitude photography and low.0 titude photography are considered.
Each section begins with a discussion or the formats and properties a
of the imagery available 	 in the category.	 Following this	 is a listing
of available	 imagery by source.(i.e.,	 NASA, U.	 S.	 Geological	 Survey).
Areal coverage and location of imagery is shown by means of a map or by
i a table.
This publication will	 further the goals of the KARS program by
generating an increased awareness of and greater access to .remote sensing
procedures, data, and the KARS. prog ram.
1
e
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TESTS I N D I CATE MU SK TH I STILE DATA
OBTAINABLE FROM AIR PHOTOS
KARS program researchers hove recently determined
that moderate to dense infestations of musk thistle
Carduus nutans) can be detected on large scale aerial
p otographiis finding marks the successful comple-
tion of the initial phase of a research project being
undertaken at the request of and in cooperation with
the Weed and Pesticide Division, Kansas Department of
Agriculture. The project is being directed by E. A.
Mortinko, KARS Project Coordinator and Adjunct
Assistant Professor, Division of Biological Sciences.
Objectives of the investigation are to determine (1) the
extent to which musk thistle can be detected and iden-
tified on aerial imagery, (2) the extent to which para-
meters such as height, cover, density, numbers and
frequency can be measured or estimated through image
analysis, and (3) the relative cost effectiveness of
large and small scale aerial imagery acquired at inter-
vals of one year or more for monitoring changes in
musk thistle distribution,
Musk thistle was first found in Kansas in 1932. Since
that time the plant has become widely established
throughout the eastern two-thirds of the state. In 1963
it was declared a noxious weed. Agricultural agencies,
farmers and ranchers in Kansas annually spend some $20
million in attempts to control and eradicate the musk
thistle. Successful development of techniques for
delineating musk thistle infestations on aerial imagery
would enable more accurate definition of its distribu-
tion, thereby assisting in more efficient and effective
allocation of manpower, funds and resources for control
efforts. Such techniques could also provide a means for
measuring the rate and major direction of spread of the
pest, and would make it possible to more readily assess
the effectiveness of control measures and eradication
programs over large areas.
The research undertaken by the KARS Program daring
spring 1976 was aimed at evaluating the delectability of
musk thistle on large scale aerial photos taken during
twocritical stages in its growing cycle. Multiband
aerial photos were flown by the KU Center for Research,
Inc. Photo Services Laboratory over test sites in Mar-
shall and Douglas Counties. Attempts to detect the
thistle in the rosette stage of irs development during
early April proved unsuccessful . However, the musk
thistle was clearly seen on photoc ,aphs taken during its
flowering stage in mid-June . The pest was successfully
detected on black and white multiband (green, red,
infrared), noturcl color, and color infrared films at
scales of 1:4,000, 1:7,500, and 1:15,000. Further work
will concentrate on correlating image data with field
data, documenting interpretation techniques, and
determining the smallest scale imagery which can be
used to accurately provide information on the musk
thistle. Additional high and low altitude flights are
planned for spring 1977.
E . A. Martinko
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LAW ENFORCEMENT PLANNING FOR G, 0. P
CONVENTION
Kemper Arena, site of the 1976 Republican National
Convention, is located in Kansas City, Missouri nearly
astride the Kans0s-Missou!'i state line . Kansas lodging
and commercial facilities are easily accessible to the
site and will be used extensively by delegates and others.
As a consequence, Kansas City, Kansas (KCK) law
enforcement officials felt that it was in their interest to
seek federal funding to help offset some of the costs
'qhe	 telations',ip of Kemper Arena
sit.• of the Republican National
Convention, to Ke:-as :-ad Missouri communi-
ties is ev : aent	 - i th': high altitude
photo.
associated with odc,';;onal low enforcement and aecurity
required during the conventico.
A proposal for federal funds submitted by the KCK
Police Department, was aporovcd by the Kansas Go ,.-
ernor's Committee on Criminal .= J;,iinistra[ion, but
was questioned of the federal le • ;el by the Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Administration (LEAA). In June,
representatives of the KCK Police Department presented
their case to LEAA officials in Reston, Virginia and were
able to obtain the needed funding. En`a;ged U-2 color
infrared photography of the Kansas City Metropolitan
area, flown by NASA in May 1974 and provided to the
KCK Police Department by the KARS program, was
used to illustrate the spatial relationship of Kemper
Arena to adjacent Kansas counties and municipalities
and emphasize the potential impact on these commun-
ities.
The NASA photography, providing a synoptic view of
the arena and its environs, was also used to demon-
strate to local and county law enforcement officials
the impact of the convention site location on their
jurisdictions. A mutual aid low enforcement compact
among Johnson, Wyandotte and Leavenworth Counties
and various municipalities was entered into under
Kansas Law on 7 July 1976. The purpose and intent of
this agreement is:
(1) to make possible the design and implementation of
a consolidated training program for officers of all
sheriff's departments and police agencies
(2) to make possible the functional and physical cross-
ing of political jurisdictional boundaries without
regard to any law enforcement officer's specific
jurisdictional limitations in order to maximize the
use of available manpower, equipment and facil-
ities in the event additional or emergency police
protection or aid is requested.
(3)to provide a system of control, planning and super-
vision when circumstances necessitate the utiliza-
tion of manpower and equipment from outside
jurisdictions
(4)to support the efforts of federal law enforcement
agencies.
G. E. Sheppard, E. A. Martinko
1 HAS YOUR ADDRESS CHANGED? 1
1	 We are attempting to update our
1	 mailing list. If your mailing label
address is incorrect, please drop us
1	 a note with the correct information.	 1
KARS PROGRAM 1976
The University of :{ansas App? e" . ,_- a -.t Sens-
ing (XARS) program is. funned by the Nation Z
Aeronautics and Space Administration (RASA)
Office of University Affairs to assist deci-
sion makers in total, state and regionaZ
agencies in -the application of remote sensin,;
techniques to their _probZ-r-s am.? activities.
Persons working in lKanaas who be?ieue that
they may he able to use ro-ote sensing in a
decirr.	 . ",'n .'2pa.cit;,1 f ' i'	 zvT t;ud to
c l::t ec t th.	 r'•	 it, the Emi've.rsity
of ltansas i.
Spa, Li 	 Zrg,: "enter
GzwreF,.-­a, ansas	 664
913188^-4775 cr iJ.:.,.-F	 564-47'
Ll
NASA SEEKS USER INPUTS ON LANDSAT-C
DATA NEEDS
In September 1977 NASA plans to launch the third in its
series of LANDSAT. earth resources satellites. LANDSAT-
1 C is i'o be equipped with a five band Multispectrcl
Scanner (MSS), a two-camera Return Beam Vidicon(RBV), an y, the Data Collection System receiver
and transmitter. Four MSS. channels will be idenf%a1 ..
to those of LANDSATs I and 2; a fifth channel will
I operate in the thermal infrared. The RBV will provide
high-resolution (40 meter) panchromatic imagery.
Prospective LANDSAT~C data users are invited to
submit to NASA information regarding their anticipated
mission and data requirements. The information
received wM be used to assist in malting decisions
regarding :the .scheduling of satellite operations, Inputs
to NASA should be submitted in letter form by Septem-
ber 1, 1976 and should contain the following informa-
tion: (a.) Name, address, and organizational affilia-
tlon, (b,) A statement of the nature of your interest in
LANDSAT-C data with a description of .the projected
wort: to be performed. An indication should be given
as to whether the intended use is considered operational
in nature, a quasi -op2 rational test of previously
developed techniques, .or research, etc. It would be
I^
^j
HIGH ALTITUDE AIR PHOTO COVERAGE OF 	 On the accompanying map a t   areas of Kansas covered
KANSAS	 with high altitude photography since 1969 are shaded
(boundaries of photography are approximate). persons
!CABS personnel during June updated an inventory of high
	
wishing to determine exact dates of missions, mission
altitude aerial photographic coverage of Kansas. Aerial
	
number or other information can contact either. EROS
	
-	 photography obtained from altitudes above 55,000 feet	 Data Center, Sioux Falk,. South Dakota 5719€3 or the
is presently available over somewhat less than half of	 KARS Program. Assistance in image acquisition;
	
j	 Kansas. The National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-	 interpretation and utilization is also available from
?	 trat[an (NASA) has flown numerous missions over the 	 KARS personnel.
state since 1969. Someareas
in northwest and southeast
-	 Kansas have been photo"	 1	 ,.	 ,.	 6— ..1 r ,3graphed only once during this.,
period. Others, such as the	 r,	 -a	 r :, u_^.	 _t	 _ W	 r-	 ^F	 _E 	I I	 ^	 ,`w,fopel;a-l.ansas City corridor,	 l	 E	 i -	 ;s	 4have [leen covered many tunes.
^	 f	 IJ.`,	 —T ` e 	 _ 
	 ,	 —_t	 } 	 rz ^'---^1,..,w. r
	
I	 r 71^
	_	
High altitude photography 	 -_;	 t	 ^,.	 I
_.^	 t	 7;is characterized b small 
scale (usually I/2" = 1 rniie	 I	 f	 ,	 1 
or smaller), large area 	 f	 r	 -
coverage (usually 175-300
	 ^.,,.`_„	 ,:-^.:.,
	 -	 } -	 ,-.^ 17.	 I'^sq. miles per frame), and,
	
t–	 I-	 ^	 _. _. _, I	 I	 1	 I	 ^	 E	 L	 T	 i	 1 1 i	 r.. r..
yet high resolution. It is	 r	 --	 I .,.,	 i
consequently, quite valuable	 - ^	 I	 1	 t	 --	 i	 ^	 1	 t	 ^,	 }
for surveying land use, 	 I	 '	 E	 I-;-. 
urban problems, wildlife  .-_,-
habii-at water resources " i l	 i	 d -	 ----, f
and other phenomena over
expansive areas.
PUBLICATION HIGHLIGHTS REMOTE SENSING 
APPLICATIONS IN WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
r
The MARS Program has, under contract to the U . S. Fish
i and Wildlife. Service (FWS)`Office of Biological Sew-
vices, prepared an eight page pamphlet reviewing
sebcted applications of remote sensing in wildlife
i management. Published in April, the "summary report"
! was on outgrowth of.worl; begun in Summer 1975.
During that period KARS personnel undertook, with FWS,
an evaluation of the utilization of remote sensing inz l=WS administration Region VI, a jurisdiction comprised
of ten states in the northern Great Plains and Rocky
Mountain region:
The pamphlet highlights some of the instances in which
state and federal wildlife biologists are effectively
;.	 . utilizing remote sensing techniques, and .points to
sources of further information on remote sensing
applications. It €shaped that the publication will help
s`ir;ui-ate further experimentation with and application
of rl,:ri,rte sensing, and p rovoke among wildlife manags~
- mer.lr.:'i=cession and interchange of id-as.concerning
the utihN of these:techniques. 	 Copies of "Remote
d Sensirip in Wildlife M;i.aagement" are available upon
^r a't from the K !^^ `program.
^.^
^M
J. W. Merchant.
helpful if user groups could be specified, (c.1 An
estimate of LANDSAT-C coverage requirements such as
geographical areas, time periods, frequency of cover-
age and cloud cover, (d.) An indication of sensor
requirements such as all bands of MSS, thermal or
visible bond data only, daytime versus nighttime
coverage, frequency of RBV coverage required
relative to MSS coverage, etc., and (e.) An estimate
of the type and amount of data required.
Letters from U . S . sources should be addressed to:
Dr. Stanley C. Freden
NASA Missions Utilization Office/Code 902
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Md. 20771	 (301) 982-5818
with a copy to:
Mr. James R. Morrison
NASA Office of Applications/Code ERR
Washington, D.C. 20546
Letters from individuals or organizations outside the
U . S. should be submitted in the some format
NASA Office of International Affairs/Code I
Washington, D.C. 20546
with copies to:
Dr. Freden and Mr. Morrison.
The complete NASA request document and addenda
covering the LANDSAT-C payload, data products,
planned data acquisition schedule, etc., ore avail-
able in the KARS program office at the University of
Kansas or may be obtained from NASA.
UPCOMING MEETINGS
28 September - I October 1975 AMERICAN CONGRESS
OF SURVEYING AND MAPPING - AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF PHOTOGRAMMETRY FALL CONVEN-
TION, Olympic Hotel, Seattle, Washington, For
details contact Seattle ACSM-ASP Convention, Inc.
803 Seattle Municipal Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 98104.
25-29 October 1976 THE SECOND ANNUAL WILLIAM
T. PECORA MEMOR IAL SYMPOSIUM: MAPPING
',KITH REMOTE SENSING DATA, EROS Data Center,
Sioux Falls, South Dakota. For information contact:
Dr. Robert B. McEwen, U . S. Geological Survey,
National Center, 0 510, Reston, Va. 22092
The Kansas Applied Remote Sensing Newstetter^ 	 • ,blishec` "n Januar:r, •?nriZ,	 ,nd October b".
the University e7f Kansas AppZied Remote Sersi.ng (I.4RS) Program having facilities cocated in the
Space 2'echnoZraj Center, flichoZs HaZZ, Mae Universitll of Kansas. Publication of the KARS News-
7etter is, supported by NASA Office of University Affairs rant No. 17-004-024. Contributions of
research findings, announcements of meetLizas, publications, and information pertinent to remote
sensing applications in Kansas or the hlid-West,/Great Plains region are encouraged, inquiries and
^vntrirutions shouZd be addressed to J. W. lderchant, Editor, Ar4RS newsletter. All correspondence
r^ Zate:l to sp=elfin projects should be addressed to the person indicated.
The University of Kansas Center for Research, Inc.
KARS Newsletter
2291 Irving Hill Drive - Campus West
Lawrence, Kansas 66045
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MAPPING OF CENTER PIVOT IRRIGATED
FIELDS IN SOUTHWEST KANSAS COMPLETED
The KARS program has recently completed a map of
center pivot irrigated fields in southwest Kansas for
1975. The area mapped includes Barton, Rice, Reno,
Kingman and Harper counties on the east and extends
westward to the Colorado border. Data was compiled
from interpretation of more than 70 LANDSAT images
acquired between May and October 1972-1975, and
ASCS and SCS air photo mosaics for the 15 counties.
The map consists of two film positive overlays
registered to the 1:500,000 scale LJSGS map of Kansas.
Maps of center pivot distribution for 1972, 1973 and
1974 are also available. Since there are considerable
increases from year to year in some parts of the area
mapped, such time sequenced maps may prove very
usefu l . For instance, these maps show that Finney and
Gray counties, the two areas with by far the largest
numbers of center pivot irrigated fields, have shown a
consistent 20-47% year to year increase during the
1972-5 period.
LANDSAT imagery useful for interpreting center pivots
for 1976 is now available. Given the current bate of
information, it would be possible to rather rapidly
update the map through 1976, should there be
sufficient interest shown in such a project by prospec-
tive users.
Persons interested in obtaining more information about
the availability of these maps are invited to contact
the KARS Program,
Joe Poracsky
WILDLIFE HABITAT DEVELOPMENT IN
SOUTHEAST KANSAS STRIP MINED AREAS
KARS personnel are working with the Kansas Fish and
Game Commission (KF&G) Southeast Regional Office,
Chanute, to develop remote sensing techniques that
may be used to evaluate and monitor wildlife habitat
conditions in strip mined areas of southeast Kansas.
KF&G wildlife biologists are attempting to significantly
increase fish and wildlife populations in the region.
Large scale (1:20,000) color infrared aerial photography
of 26 KF&G management areas in Cherokee and Craw-
ford counties was flown.during June 1976 by the Univer-
sit of Kansas Center for Research, Inc. Photo Services
Laboratory. The 26 tracts total approximately 6,000
acres, with individual sites ranging in area from 49-600
acres. The photos are being used to evaluate the need
for habitat reclamation programs, (e.g., seeding,
liming, construction of dams and dikes, clearing and
leveling) in the management areas. This data will aid
KF&G biologists in allocating funds for reclamation
efforts. Preliminary analysis of the CIR photography
s
1^ 5
., K ",
u
indicates that several areas show potential for develop-
ment into prime habitat for quail, mourning doves,
rabbits, squirrels, and deer. The photos will also be
used in the planning and establishment of new fishing
and hunting trails within the KF&G management
districts.
Ted Tolman
Strip pit lakes (A), sites having good vegetation
cover (B), and sites requiring revegetation (C) are
readily identified on air photo of one KF&G
management area in strip mined region of south-
east Kansas.
PUBLICATION REVIEWS APPLICATIONS OF
LANDSAT DATA
NATURAL AREAS SURVEY OF MISSOURI L
The University of Missouri-Columbia is conducting a
natural area survey of western Missouri counties
within the Mid-America Regional Plonning Council
and the Mo-Kan BI-State Regional Planning Commis-
sion. These two regional planning areas consist of
two counties south of the Missouri River and seven
counties north of the river. The project is supported
through a grant from the State Inter-Agency Council
for Outdoor Recreation and is being conducted through
the Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit at
the University of Missouri-Columbia.
KARS personnel have assisted project investigator
Greg Iffrig in utilizing NASA high altitude color
infrared aerial photography in the search for natural
area sites. Preliminary work by Mr. Iffrig had
suggested that remote sensing could be used to update
the topographic maps for the region as well as provide
valuable information concerning the potential of
existing woodland sites. Low altitude black and
white photo mosaics were initially used. It was
determined, however, that for the area under consider-
ation, use of this type of photography was too time
consuming and failed to yield adequate information.
The high altitude color infrared photography seemed
the most appropriate alternative. Currently an inter-
pretation key is being developed to provide for the
proper identification of forested sites. Efforts have
been directed at employing this cost effective method
to locate potential sites which are later checked
during field work. The system has thus far been used to
examine only woodland type zones. While prairie
sites are also being searched for, difficulties arise in
the remote sensing procedures because of the unmanage-
able number of -otential prairie areas which may be
located. Cant ed work should refine the technique
and provide a workable system which can be used in
surveys of other regions as well. Further information
may be obtained from Gregory F. Iffrig, 112 Stephens
Hall, University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo. 5520[.
i
_t
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Users of dots obtained from the first Earth Resources
Technology Satellite (ERTS-1 now LANDSAT-1) and
those wishing to know more about its capabilities, will
be interested in a recent book published by the U. S.
Geological Survey. The book ERTS--I A New W'
on our Planet (edited by R. S. Williams, Jr., and
W. D. Carter, USGS Professional Paper 929) contains
84 brief reports on applications of LANDSAT data to
problems in geology, water resources, land use mapping
and planning, cartography, agriculture, forestry,
environmental monitoring and other fields. Over
259 color and black and white LANDSAT images as
well as other figures illustrate the publication. The
book may be obtained for $13.00 from: U. S. Geolog-
ical Survey, Branch of Distribution, 1200 South Eads
St„ Arlington, Virginia 22202.
DOUGLAS COUNTY LAND USE MAP
A land use map of Douglas County has been completed
and the final products along with the project report
have been delivered to the Douglas County Commis-
sioners. The maps were prepared by the KARS Program
over a three month period and were based on the
interpretation of 1:24,000 scale black and woe
panchromatic aerial photography. The imagery was
acquired over the county on May 18, 1976 by the KU
Center for Research, Inc. Motu Services Laboratory.
The final product consisted of -'PVen inked map
overlays registered to USGS 1:24,000 topographic
sheets. Seventeen major land use categories were
identified on the maps.
Ran Shaklee
7
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EVALUATING PRONGHORN ANTELOPE square miles.
HABITAT Information provided by the KARS Program will aidKFBG biologists in selecting the site or sites in
In 1965, the Kansas Fish and Game (KFBG) Commis- which antelope will have the greatest chance ofbecoming established.sion successfully re-established pronghorn antelope Ted Talmonin Kansas. Antelope trapped in Wyoming and Montana
were introduced into three counties in the northwest
and two counties in the south central parts of the NATIONAL CARTOGRAPHIC INFORMATIONState.	 By early 1976 there were an estimated 1,000
antelope in Kansas. CENTER
The success of this effort has prompted KFBG to The National Cartographic Information Center (NCIC), 	 ,
consider the	 reintroduction of antelope into other
r
established in 1974 by the U. S. Geological Survey,
areas of Kansas beginning in Fall 1977.	 Several serves as a clearinghouse for cartographic data of the
areas in the state might support antelope.	 During U. S.	 These data include maps and charts, aerial
Spring 1977 KARS Program staff members will assist photographs, space imagery and related materials
KFB.G Big Game biologist Kent Montei in using produced by more than 30 Federal agencies.	 In the
remote sensing techniques	 to evaluate the suitability future information will also be compiled on maps and
of habitat conditions in three proposed release sites. remote sensing data produced by State and local
High altitude aerial photography and LANDSAT agencies, and private firms. 	 NCIC provides a central
imagery are to be the primary data sources. 	 Data to location to which users may turn for assistance in
be collected for each site will include (1) the area, locating and ordering needed cartographic or remote
continuity and interspersion of rangeland and crop- sensing data.
land, (2) the number and locations of barriers to
migration, (3) and the degree and rate of encroach- The Aerial Photography Summary Record System (APSRS)
-	 ment of cropland into range areas. 	 In each case is a service provided by NCIC v:hich is of particular
data will be collected for on area of about 800-900 interest to users of remotely sensed data. 	 The system
uses maps and tabular summa-ies to display the status
of all aerial photographic coverage of the U. 5.
1^ n ^ n ^.^. n ^ n .nnnn ^ n ^ n w^ n ^ n ^ n ^A obtained by Federal agencies.	 The most current APSRS
information for Kansas and surrounding states is now on
1	 HAS YOUR ADDRESS CHANGED? 	 1
w
file in the KARS program library.
^
1	 We are attempting to update our Persons wishing to utilize NCI'- services a. obtain
1	 moiling list.	 If your moiling label further information may contact- 	 National C-irtographic
oddness is incorrect, please dro}, us	 - Information Center, U.S . Geological Survey, 5071	 a note with the correct information. 	 1 National Center, Reston, Virgini- 22092 (Phone: 703/860-6045).	 Users in the Mir. ^at may find it more
1. n 	 n 	 n 	 n 	 n 	 n r n 	 n 	 n rn^ n 	 n rn 1 convenient to contact the NCIC ri!aionol office at:
Mid-Continent Mapping Center, U. S. Geological
Survey, 1400 Independence Road, Rolla, Missouri 6,5401
(Phone: 314/364-3680 ext . 107) .
KARS PROGRAM 1976
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON MACHINE
-'Tar; University of Kansas Applied Remote sees_ PROCESSING OF REMOTELY SENSED DATA
ing (.KARS' program is funded by the stational
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) The Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing
Office of University Affairs to assist deei- (LARS), Purdue University, has announced that the
sion makers in ZoaaZ, state and regional Fourth Symposium on Machine Processing of Remotely
agencies in the application of remote sensing Sensed Data will be held June 21-23, 1977. 	 The
techniques to their problems and aetiv^' ies. symposium will focus on all areas of theory, imple-
Persons working in Kansas who believe that mentation, and applications of machine processing
they may be able to use remote sensing in a of remotely sensed data including, for example, class-
decision-making capacity are invited to ification techniques, multi-temporal data registration,
contact the KARS Program at the University processing of LANDSAT data and applicationsin
of Kansas in c/o: geology, agriculture, forestry, environmental monitor-
space Technology Center ing,land use planning and other fields. 	 Papers dealing
University of Kansas with the symposium themes are solicited.
	 For further
Lawrence, Kansas	 66045 information =_ntact: 	 Dr. John C . Lindenloub, Labora-
tory h-
 rApplications of Remote Sensing, Purdue
9131864-4775 or KANS-A-V 564-4775 University, 1220 Potter Drive, West Lafayette, Indiana
47906.
t;
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UPCOMING MEETINGS
J7	 r ar - 5 March 1977 AMERICAN SOCIETY OFPHOTO GRAMMETRY AMERICAN CONGRESS ON
SURVEYING AND MAPPING, Washing ton, D.0 .
For information contact: Dr. Frank J. Wobber,
ASP/ASCM Convention, 14 Goshen Ct., Gaithersburg,
Maryland 20760.
29-31 March 1977 SIXTH ANNUAL REMOTE SENSING
OF EARTH RESOURCES CONFERENCE, The University
of Tennessee Space Institute, Tullahoma, Tenn. For
information contact: Dr. F. Shohrokhi, Conference
Director, The University of Tennessee Space Institute,
Tullahoma, Tenn. 37388.
25: 29Aaril 1977 ELEVENTH INTERNATIONAL
SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRON-
MENT, Environmental Research Institute of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Mich. For details contact: Dr. Jerald
J . Cook, Environmental Research Institute of
Michigan, P.O. Box 618, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48i07
21-23 June 1977 FOURTH PURDUE SYMPOSIUM ON
MACHINE PROCESSING OF REMOTELY SENSED
DATA, Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing,
Purdue University, West 'rifayette, Indiana. For
Information contact: Dr. John C , Lindeniaub,
Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing, Purdue
University, 1220 Potter Drive, West Lafayette, Indiana
47906.
The Kansas Applie Remote Sensing Newsletter is pu.%Zished in January, April, Jule and October by
the University of Kansas Applied Remote Sensing (K4RS) Program having facilities located in the
Space Technology Center, PlichoZs Hall, The University of Kansas. Publication of the EARS News-
letter is supported by NASA Office of University Affairs Grant No. 17-004-024. Contributions of
research findings, announcements of meetings, publications, and informa'^'?n pertinent to remote
sensing applications in Kansas or the Mid-West/Great Plains region are ei.couraged. Inquiries and
contributions should be addressed to J. W. Merchant, Editor, KARS Newslett4r. All correspondence
related to specific projects should be addressed to the person indicated.
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NASA REVIEW OF KARS PROJECTS
On November 18, 1976, Mr. Joseph Vitale, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Office
of University Affairs, met with KARS program personnel
to review the progress of project work. NASA has
funded the KAR'' program since 1972 to assist public
agencies working in Kansas in applying remote sensing
techniques to their problem solving and decision mak-
ing. Mr. Vitale is NASA's contract mon ;tor for the
KARS program and approximately 20 sim,,a- programs in
other states.
Morning and afternoon meetings emphasized work that
has been, or will soon be undertaken in the areas of
environmental quality, agricultural analysis, wildlife
habitat evaluation, and plant and insect pest control .
Representatives of the Kansas Fish and Game Commis-
sion and the Kansas D, portment of Agriculture, with
whom KARS personnel work, attended the meetings to
discuss with Mr. Vitale their agency's utilization of
data obtained through remote sensing. KARS program
personnel presented the results of recently completed
projects including evaluation of aquatic vegetation in
Douglas County State Lake, waterfowl habitat manage-
ment at Cheyenne Bottoms Waterfowl Management
Area, rn.pping disturbed drainage patterns in strip
mined areas of southeast Kansas, and recreational
planning on the Republican River. Current and forth-
coming projects discussed included mopping of musk
thistle and eastern redcedor infestations on Kansas
rangeland, assessing pronghorn antelope habitat in
western Kansas, assisting in corn pest surveys of the
Kansas Department of Agriculture, and evaluating
various habitat and environmental parameters at
Cimarron Notional Grassland.
Mr. Vitale evaluated KARS efforts in the areas men-
tioned above and provided valuable input toward
delineating the scope and direction of ongoing and
future projects. KARS personnel are now evaluating
and initiating projects for the coming year aided by the
results of this review. Those working in Kansas who
are interested in using remote sensing in a decision
making capacity are urged to ccntact the KARS Program.
GUIDE TO AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY AND SPACE
IMAGERY OF KANSAS
The KARS Program has published a Guide to Aerial
Photography and Space Imagery of Kansas . The 62
page publication indexes all aerial photography
acquired over Kansas by state and federal public
agencies such as ASCS, USGS and NASA. In addition,
the document indicates the availability of space
imagery obtained from both LANDSAT and Skylab.
Maps are used to delineate areas of coverage in many
instances .
An introductory section outlines basic concepts of
remote sensing, factors of scale, and fundamentals of
locating and ordering imagery. Each section (e.g.,
LANDSAT) is prefaced with a brief discussion of the
sensor/image system. Complete information on order-
ing photography and space imagery is provided. The
Gu ide may be obtained for $2.00 per copy, to cover
duplication costs and postage, from Mrs. J. Metcalf,
Kansas Applied Remote Sensing Program, University of
Kansas Space Technology Center, 2291 Irving Hill
Drive, Lawrence, Kansas 66045. Checks should be
made payable to the Center for Research, !nc., (KARS).
SYMPOSIUM ON MAPPING IN KANSAS
A symposim on "Mapping in Kansas" will be held at the
University of Kansas Space Technology Center Tuesday,
April 12, 1977. The Kansas Geological Survey will
sponsor the symposium which will review the newest
types of mapping iachniques in Kansas. Map users will
be introduced to the latest published maps. The sym-
posium will begin at 8:30 a.m. and end at 4 p.m.
There will be no charge for the one-doy event, but
interested persons are asked to register with: Mr. Tom
McClain, Kansas Geological Survey, 1930 Avenue "A"
Campus West, Lawrence, Kansas 66045.
Topics to be discussed will include: slope maps, topo-
graphic maps, land use maps, orthophotoquads, flood
plain maps, orthophotomops, prime agricultural
0
u
u
u
u
u
land maps, soils maps, county topographic maps,
photorevisions, aerial photography, satellite imagery,
metrication of maps and large scale urban maps.
LANDSAT COVERAGE ADJUSTMENT
NASA reports that adjustments in the orbit of
LANDSAT - I will soon change the frequency with
which a given area is imaged. Beginning in February
1977, LANDSAT-1 coverage will follow LANDSAT-2
coverage by 6 days, and then LANDSAT-2 will
follow LANDSAT-1 coverage by 12 days. Previously
tl,_ two satellites had combined to provide coverage of
an area every 9 days.
SECOND CENTER PIVOT IRRIGATION MAP
PREPARED AND PRINTED
r	 KARS PROGRAM 1977
The University of Kansas Applied Remote Sens-
ing (KARS) program is funded by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Office of University Affairs to assist deci-
sion makers in local, state and regional
agencies in the application of remote sensing
techniques to their problems and activities.
Persons working in Kansas who believe that
they may be able to use remote sensing in a
decision-making capacity are invited to
contact the KARS Program at the University
of Kansas in c%:
Space Tec^nology Center
University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas 66045
9131864-4775 or KANS-A-N 564-4775
In response to great interest in the KARS Program's
recently completed map, "Center Pivot Irrigated
Fields, Southwest Kansas, 1975", a second map has
been prepared. The new map, entitled "Increase in
Center Pivot Irrigated Fields, 1972-75" covers the
some 32 counties as the first map. These counties
include Barton, Rice, Reno, Kingman and Harper
r,nd all others westward to the Colorado line.
Increases in the number of center pivot systems on a
yearly basis are portrayed through a series of four
inset maps, one for each year from 1972 through 1975.
The Kansas Applied Remote Sensing Newsletter is published in January, April, July and October by
the University of Kansas Applied Remote Sensing (KARS) Program having facilities located in "he
Space Technology Center, Nichols Hall, The University of Kansas. Publication of the VIRS News-
letter is supported by NASA Office of University Affairs Grant No. 17-004-024. Contributions of
research findings, announcements of meetings, publications, and information pertinent to remote
sensing applications in Kansas or the Midwest/Great Plains region are encouraged. Inquiries and
contributions should be addressed to J. W. Merchant, Editor, KARS Newsletter. All correspondence
related to specific projects should be addressed to the person indicated.
The University of Kansas Center for Research Inc.
	 Nonprofit Org.KARS Newsletter
2291 Irving Hill Drive - Campus Wes t	Post ge
Lawrence, Kansas 66045	 1 P
Lae,	 so
Permit No.
Areas of rapid expansion of center pivot irrigation
are quite evident. The scale of the insets is
approximately 1:1,400,000 and all four are printed
on a single 20 x 26 inch sheet. The KARS program
has produced these maps under NASA grant NGL 17-
004-024 for Kanst s state, regional and local agencies,
and other puf	 agencies working in Kansas.
Agencies, schools, or other public groups wishing to
obtain the map should contact the KARS Program.
J . Poracsky
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	 KAN^ S D E P A R"PE-IENT O AGR.ICULTURE
STXfr, OFFICE BUILDING.
TOPEKA, KANsAs 66812
	 IiAY r^ZMMASn
	
_	 Skl'I►k"T+17iY
Weed and Pesticide; Division
Fiimu ti E. Brent, Director
1720 Sowir TommA. VENUE
Tox,=A; KA-Ns•ts 66612
Phone (913) 296-2263
Novemb er 24, 1975
Professor B. G. Barri L
Executive Director
Space Technology Centex
West Campus
	
r	 University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas 66045
r
Dear Professor Barr:
I have learned of a research project of the space technology program
concerning the infestation of pasture land with red cedar. It is my under-
standing that the investigative work is being done in Barber County, Kansas.
	
r
. 	
a
We have another area of Kansas which appears to have a growing problem
with red cedars infesting the pastures. This area is Riley and Pottawatomie
counties.
We need to know more about the extent of infestation. A1so,'we need 	 i
to'determine. the extent of spread of the problem by looking back or looking
ahead via aerial. photography.
Senator Dole- I s office has become interested in the problem and zee.. axe
	t	 in need of supplying information for him and other persons concerned with
the apparent problem.
Would i.L be possible for the space program .to extend its work to give
	
i^	 us needed information on the situation in Riley and Pottawatomie counties.
We look. forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely yours,
Freeman E. Biery, Directs
Weer & Pesticide Division
FEB•mis
KANSAS DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
STATE OFFICE BUILDING
y y	 -	 TOPEKA, KANSAS 604:2 	 I10x FAM.A—N-n
Wood acid PesUcide Division
Fsrx-Nu.N E. B IERY, Director
L ^•	 1720 Sours Torm A AVEti'[T^
ToPmn, KANSAS 66612
Phone (913) 296-2283
	 j
November 24, 1975
f
Professor B. G. Barr
F,xecutive. Director
.	 Space Technology Center
West Campus-
University of Kansas
M
	
	 Lawrence, Kansas 660.5
Dear Professor Barr:
It is my understanding that services provided by the Space Technology
program might be available to assist in agriculture production program s.
The Weed and Pesticide Division of the Kansas State Department of 	 s.
-Agriculture has the responsibility of administering the Kansas Noxious Weed
-	 Laws This law requires the control of certain weeds. di-euarea itoazious by
legislative action. Among these noxious weeds, one of great concern is
"Musk Thistle".
.
	
	
Musk Thistle manifests itself primarily as a winter annual, spreads
and propagates by seed carried by a parachute like attachment. Each year,
'j	 due to mobile seed propagation, the location of this plant has to be
discovered for proper control. The plant shows as a rosette in the early
spring before most other plants become green.
It is our feeling that low level aerial photography could locate
infestations of this weed pest in time to obtain a satisfactory control
i	 during the limited time available in the spring .  Caemic3l control is only
L -^	 satisfactory for a period of approximately 2 weeks in the spring, Tnfes
Cations of the weed needs to be located xn.a relatively short period of time.
i t Without photography, infestations are located by ground survey which is too
slog and costly.
At the present time, Kansas farmers are spending nearly $20,000,000.00
annually to control blush Thistle. This weed. is an invader and is endangering
the state by its method of spreading.
r	 .
he possibility of your
ours,
Biery, Director
icicle Division
--2—
r^
a+
Professor B. G. Barr November 24, 1975
U
We wish to learn if a pilot research progrm could be conducted to
 determine if aerial photography by the space program could assist in the
Kansas Musk Thistle cor^crol program.
1!
L
1	 .Ll
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KANSAS DEPART.NMENT OF AGRICULTURE
SATE. OFFICE BUILDING
T01 11• KA, KANSAS uL,612	 ROY MrIMAIND
DIY7SION OF rNTOMOLOGY	 Samoan
DEr%,N C UM'OOD, Director
1720 Soumi 'Purr -xA ANVNIVE
ToPF_:A, KANSAS 66612
Phone 2 O-3016
December 23, 1975
Dr. B. G. Barr, Executive-Director
Space Technology Center
University of Kansas
West Campus
Lawrence, Kansas 66044
Dear Dr. Barr:
The land-use pattern raps you supplied recently were received in
time to be used by my field survay staff in conductin g part of our annual
corn pest survey. From this limited use we are able to estimate that a
saving in man-hours and travel cost of about S1,00 would have been
realized had the land-use maps been available for use during the entire
survey. I feel we will be able to document considerable benefit from
our use of the land--use and pivot irrigation maps in our surveys to be
conducted in early 1976.
Maps shorting the distribution of several crops grown in the state
would be of g reat value to the production and marketing of these crops
and to the increased efficiency of this Division's survey and regulatory
operations. I, therefore, ash; that you consider the possibility of
furnishing us with information g iving the distribution of alfalfa, soy-
beans, spring grains (oats and barle y ), and commercially grcwn scd in
the State. Such information would be of great help in our effcrts to
meet threats from the alfalfa weevil, soybean cyst nematode and cereal
leaf beetle pests, to assist producers in increasing alfalfa seed and
honey production and to insure the orderly movement of Kansas ;"arm
products in interstate and foreign commerce.
Very truly yours,
J
I . Dean Garv:ood
Director
HDG: skc
rV
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DEPARTMENT OF POLICE
June 2, 1.976
Ref. No.: 070-76
_
s
ALLAN P, MEYERS
CHIEF
Dean 3.	 G.	 Barr
Satellite Applications Laboratory
K.U.	 Space Technology 1-nter
Lawrence,	 Kansas	 6604
Dear Dean Barr:
I would, at this time,	 life to personally thank you for your efforts in
giving us the use of the reconnaissance photo of our city. 	 The photo was
of immeasurable assistance in our efforts to receive a federal grant for
! the 1976 Republican Convention to be held at the Kemper Arena. 	 The map
ll was a unique aid in perceiving the spatial 	 relationships of the convention
areas of activities.
tl Any time that we can be of assistance to you, please feel 	 free to contact
us.
Li	 AM: fit
!1	 Map Under Separate Cover
Sincerely,
e0zl
Allan Neyers
Chief of Police
C:IIII ASKIA. GOLDFA' DELL (.V •
 INDIAN HILLS
Ll ZZ : LSSO , CI	 TIO 1'S Oil ' I.()C.41, G O VER-1'_ll E"N j....._
^rrr;tr^	 1urrl.rr,	 )L;urrr+.	 f.r,n+urrfu • .	 ).r1,e,rrrl..
	 I)urf„ • r.	 )^irr,rur+rr.
; i h iun rr.	 Purr rn • , • .	 from,
	 ) ;rr.h. ';w ) 'r,rr).
	 rrtrr) ^r+nrrrNr (:vuntir,.
November	 2,	 1976
a
Jim Merchant
The University of	 Kansas
Center	 for research,	 Inc.
2291 Irving dill Drive
Campus	 [lest
Lawrence,	 Kansas
	
66045
Tear Jim:
in your letter of 	 September	 24,	 you asked	 for	 information
L about how your land use maps were used in Sumner County. 	 I
wrote Jo Jones	 in Oklahoma,	 asking for	 specific
	
information
about how she used	 your maps.
	
Unfortunately she has	 notf
found	 time	 to	 answer,	 as	 of	 yet.
In a	 general	 sense,	 I	 can tell you how they were used. 	 Your
data was one of	 the	 sources of	 information	 that was used	 to
L, put
	
together	 a	 general	 land	 use map	 (commercial,	 residential,
c,r
industrial,	 ect.)	 which was	 then used	 to	 project	 future land
use,	 and	 to	 delineate	 the	 actual	 zoning	 districts.
r, If you need more specific information,	 I would be glad	 to	 go
over your land use maps	 and	 compare them with ours and	 attempt
to determine what	 information was derived 	 from your maps.
4 Sincerely,
: 1 Garn,-r	 Stoll
Associ.ste	 Planner
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March 1, 1976
Mr. Jim Merchant
University of Kansas Center for Research, Inc.
Kansas Applied Remote Sensing Program
2291 Irving lull Drive - Campus West
Lawrence, Kansas 66045
Dear Jim:
As you luiow, the Regional Planning Commission is assisting the
Sumner County Planning L'oard in their plaraing process. Regarding
information on existing land use, the staff has -- via windshield survey --
updated the 1963 Sumner County Road i`Iap. Our principal concern in
Stunner County is the loss of agricultural land to increasing urban de' •clop-
ment, especially in the northern half of the county where "sprawl" fron
Sedg^%-icl: has occurred. It is the intent of the comity to establish zones
for this development, along with the necessary regtnations. A land use
map wit], the scale and elements we discussed would greatly assist us in
determining existing land use patterns. This information along with
information on natural features will, in effect, provide the basis for
Sumner County's plan,
Sincerely,
Jo Jones
Associate Planner
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November 1, 1976
Mr. Ted Talmon
Research Scientist
University of Kansas Center for Research, Inc.
22911 Irving Hill Drive, Campus West
	
U	 Lati•rrence, KS 66045
Dear Ted:
L Thanks for the phone call and notification tiro 1-rill be receiving both
	
Li	 prints and filri,s of mined land photography. We plan to use the prints
and films in association with fol lo;•4-up ground observations in malting
the following decisions:
1. Establish in the course of a drainage where it would be most feasible
functionally and economically to alter, trap or divert acidic flo.vrs
of water in to pits, away from pits and/or strean;s.
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so as to significantly eliminate any large amounts of acid runoff.
3. Locate interior strip pits, the extent of their drainage and ~,,,here
dams could be constructed to enlarge, isolate or contain that pit.
	
[mi	 4. Demarcation of potenti al access points ~;here walkways can be constructedinto the interior of large mined land acreages.
1 5. Deliniation of mined land problem areas where substantial game habitat
diversity does not exist and where it can be feasibly improved by land
treatment practices or partial reclamation.
Ted, these explanations may be rather broadly stated but as you know, we
have several tangents leading to and away from any decisions we make. Other-
decisions trill most likely evolve later once we establish a more definite
relationship between projected colors and vegetation-land classifications.
Hope the above is adequately explained for your purposes.
i
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Very truly yours,
Jnfrnny fay U	 U
Regional Fisheries Supervisor
Southeast Region
ST^%T'L:* 0.' KAN'3AS
NORTOIENST FfVt*.IC1NAL CrFICU
215 CWTH CHILD5 P.)AD
INIAN.4411TAN. KANSAS 66502
September 20, 1.976
Mr. D. C. Barr
Satellite Application Program
University of Kansas Space Technology Center
Lawrence, KS 66045
Dear Dr. Barr:
This letter is to than' you for your assistance in the photographing
of Douglas Sta le Fishins Lake in ordor to datermine the extent of
ve-etation covera c e.0	 V
Enclosed is a copy of a letter from our Chief of Fisileries, "oy Schoonover,
informin, tne of the Com.mission.'s action approvir- our recom-mianda-tions
to attempt to improve the sittiation. Your efforts in attaining zinc]
preparing area and cc,-.,c!r---,- maps from nerial0	 0	 r
rjur reco;:,-1*nOn^;at J.on-, tz-e^.iendously.
Again, we app-reciate your assistance.
Sincerely,
Leo^Dowlin
Regional Fisheries Sup-?rvisor
DLD:lc
Enclosvire
cc., Bob Hartnann
M'ikle Bronoski-
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STATE OF KANSAS
f KAN %S 67!:4
(J I C % C72-G473
Septeimber 16, 1976
Leo Dotal in
r,orLhc;Ist Ru•^;ional Office
215 South SOth Childs Road
rianhattan, Kansas 66502
Dear Lco:
Reference is -made to the plan which you have pre-parcd for aquatic plant
control. in the Duu-,las . State fishing Lcike. This plan inclu led a number of
alto n.aLive Oro"o-saIS, several of which involved the lo-,cring of the hater
level in the lake.
You are heroby advised that at the re 'r ular mer_ting held on .1uiy tS, L%110,
die. i,nnsns forestry, Fish r.nd Ga y e Cm.,nission -ipprovc.d this c-.quntic plant
control pl. n for the Dou .-,Ias State Fishing L... c. This p1;--.n is to be
i.r:pl.c-',IOnted durir;; U10 fall of 1976.
Very truly yours,
Foy F. Schoonuvcx
Chief
Fisheries Division
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Prepared by the Kansas Applied Remote Sensing (KARS) Program, Space
Technology Center, University of Kansas. The original compilation was prepared at a
scale of 1:500,000 utilizing a combination of LANDSAT Imagery and conventional
aerial photography. Compilation and final graphic preparation by Joseph Poracsky.
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Interpretation of center -pivot irrigated fields is primarily based on a characteristic
circular or near -circular shape. This procedure results in a very high level of
accuracy, although a few center-pivot irrigated fields may be missed. Precise sizes of
	 5
center-pivot irrigated fie lds vary greatly, but for the purposes of this map have been
grouped into three categories:
• Small -- less than 112 mile diameter (usually about 1/4 mile)
• Medium --- approximately 1/2 mile diameter
• Large — approximately 1 mile diameter.
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Prepared by the Kansas Applied Remote Sensing (KARS) Program, Space
Technology Center, University of Kansas. The original compilation was prepared at a
scale of 1:500,000 utilizing a combination of LANDSAT Imagery and conventional
aerial photography. Compilation and final graphic preparation by Joseph Poracsky.
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Interpretation of center-pivot irrigated fields is primarily based on a characteristic
circular o; near-circular shape. This procedure results in a very high level of
accuracy, although a few center-pivot irrigated fields may be missed. Precise sizes of
center-pivot irrigated fields vary greatly, but for the purposes of this map have been
grouped into three categories:
Small — less than 112 mile diameter (usually about 114 mile)
Medium — approximately 112 mile diameter
Large — approximately 1 mile diameter.
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